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Project:Queensbury Mill
First Year
of Report: 2011

PROJECT BUILDING DATA

Name: Queensbury Mill # Residential Bldgs: 1
Addr1: 1 Market Street # Accessory Bldgs: 0

City: Somersworth Building Height: 4 stories
State: NH Zip Code: 03878 Building Footprint: x ft²

County: Strafford Heating: Natural Gas
Cooling: PTAC units provided

PROVIDER
SITE DATA

Name: Right-Trak Design, Inc.
Addr1: 58 Beaver Pond Road Lot Size: 0.86 acres

City: Weare Standard Parking: x spaces
State: NH Zip Code: 03281 Handicap Parking: x spaces

Phone: 603-529-2022 Amenities: describe
Email: info@righttrakdesign.com

Project #: RTD#11-139
UNIT MIX

OWNER
Type: Elderly

Name:Queensbury Mill Limited Partnership Year Built: 1884
Addr1: 9 Bartlett Avenue Last Renovated 1996

City: Somersworth SRO Units: 0
State: NH Zip Code: 03878 Efficiency Apts: 0

Phone: 603-692-2864 1 Bedroom Apts: 24
Contact: Elizabeth Salinger 2 Bedroom Apts: 0

Email: esalinger@somersworthhousing.org 3 Bedroom Apts: 0
4 Bedroom Apts: 0

Total Dwelling Units: 24
PROPERTY MANAGER Handicap Acc. Apts 3

Name: Somersworth Housing Authority INSPECTION
Addr1: 9 Bartlett Avenue

City: Somersworth Date: 05/11/2011
State: NH Zip Code: 03878 Inspector: Jerry Wuebbolt

Phone: 603-692-2864 Inspector: Brad Brown
Contact: Deborah Evans Escort: John Smith

Email: dievans@somersworthhousing.org Escort: Lynn Turcotte
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QUEENSBURY MILL

CAPITAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT

LOCATION: Somersworth, NH 03878 DRAFT DATE: 29 June 2011

INSPECTION DATE: 11 May 2011 REPORT DATE: 19 July 2011

SECTION I – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PREFACE:

On 11 May 2011 a property inspection was conducted for the Queensbury Mill Apartments at 1 Market
Street in Somersworth, NH. The property contains a total of 24 apartments. The inspection was
conducted to help evaluate the overall condition of the structures and site and to identify possible
deficiencies involving life safety, replacement, and maintenance issues. The information obtained was
used to help forecast the long-term capital needs of the property.

Somersworth is a city in Strafford County, New Hampshire. The
population was 11,477 at the 2000 census. Somersworth has the
smallest area and third-lowest population of New Hampshire's 13 cities.
Somersworth, originally called Sligo after Sligo in Ireland, was settled
before 1700 as a part of Dover. It was organized in 1729 as the parish
of Summersworth, meaning summer town, because during that season
the ministers would preach here. It was set off and incorporated in 1754
by Colonial Governmor Benning Wentworth, and until 1849 included
Rollinsford. A clerical error at incorporation contracted the name to
Somersworth. It would be incorporated as a city in 1893, before which it
was also known as Great Falls.

According to the United States Census Bureau, the city has a total area
of 10.0 square miles (25.9 km²), of which, 9.8 square miles (25.3 km²)
of it is land and 0.2 square miles (0.6 km²) of it is water, comprising 2.30% of the city. Population density
is 1223 people per square mile. Somersworth is drained by the Salmon Falls River. The highest point in
Somersworth is Prospect Hill rising just west of the city center, on which the city reservoir is built. The
hill's elevation is approximately 310 feet (94 meters) above sea level. Ancestries include French (20.1%),
Irish (19.5%), French Canadian (15.3%), English (15.1%), German (7.2%), and United States (7.0%).
The nearest city with a population of 50,000+ is Manchester, NH (34.5 miles , pop. 107,006). The nearest
city with a population of 200,000+ is Boston, MA (65.4 miles , pop. 589,141).

The most common industries providing employment for males are Construction (8%), Transportation
equipment (7%), Accommodation and food services (6%), Public administration (5%), Health care (5%),
Motor vehicle and parts dealers (5%), and Professional, scientific, and technical services (5%). The most
common industries providing employment for females include Health care (16%), Educational services
(11%), Accommodation and food services (7%), Finance and insurance (6%), Computer and electronic
products (5%), Transportation equipment (4%), and Social assistance (4%).

The following review presents work items as they relate to the current status and condition of the
property. Each of the building systems is discussed with recommendations and cost estimates for system
upgrade or to maintain the housing units over the 20-year period of this report. The systems include Site,
Architectural, Mechanical & Electrical, and Dwelling Units.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

The following table provides a breakdown for the property involved in this report.

NAME & LOCATION # BUILDINGS # UNITS # OF BEDROOMS # HC

Queensbury Mill
1 Market Street

Somersworth, NH 03878
1 24 (24) 1-Bedroom 3

Located across the shores of the Salmon Falls River and overlooking the Great Falls, which divides
Maine and New Hampshire, this development is one of the most beautifully renovated mills in the area.
Renovations to the building were completed on August 9, 1996 and features 24 elderly one-bedroom
apartments (some are handicapped equipped) on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th floors of the building. The ground
floor contains common areas, offices, and a kitchen that is unused. Kitchen appliances, carpeting, and air
conditioning can be found in each apartment. For tenant convenience, each floor offers a coin-operated
laundry and an elevator. Services include housekeeping and transportation and maintenance through on-
site support staff.

Location Map
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SITE AND LANDSCAPING

Earthwork and Landscaping
The site is sloped and the building is partially recessed into the hill
at the back end. The property is comprised of two parcels. The first
parcel is 0.45 acres and is primarily occupied by the building. The
second parcel is 0.41 acres and is located along the southwest
side of the first parcel and contains 21 parking spaces.
Landscaping is relatively basic; nothing special. There are a few
shrubs at the front of the building.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Annual funds for cleanup and fresh mulch would
typically come from the operating budget.

Parking and Roadway Pavement, asphalt
The parking lot at the south side of the building is paved. There are
no details on composition in the blueprints that were available for
review. There are 3 parking spaces at the front of the building plus
one more, which are rented from the city. An additional 21 parking
spaces are located on the southwest side of the building, adjacent to the side entrance.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for parking lot repair and resurfacing in year 10.
• Budget for minor parking lot repairs and re-striping in 5-year intervals.

Parking and Walkways, Handicapped
Two of the front parking spaces are designated as handicapped accessible. They share a common
access aisle. There is one non-standard Reserved Parking sign. It needs to be replaced with two
Handicapped Parking signs, mounted high enough to be seen when the space is occupied by a vehicle.
Pavement markings are extremely faded and need to be refreshed.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for handicapped parking upgrades in year 1.

Pedestrian Walkways and Stairs, concrete
The front of the building is equipped with a concrete
handicapped ramp. Granite curbs are installed at the
front entry and ramp. Some of the areas where the
railing is attached to the concrete have deteriorated
and are in need of repair. Walkways at the front of the
building are concrete. No capital expenses are
anticipated for this item. Steps at the south entrance
are concrete. They lead to the second floor entrance.
The bottom step has deteriorated and is in need of
repair.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Concrete repairs can be accomplished from within the operating budget.
• Maintain walkways as required (operating budget).
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Pedestrian Walkways and Stairs
A small walkway deck at the back of the building
serves as a bridge from the sidewalk to the west door
on the second floor. It appears to be made of pressure-
treated lumber and, although it is weathered, it is in
good condition. Asphalt walkways along the side of the
building are broken up. These are a potential trip-and-
fall hazard.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of the wood bridge
in year 15.

• Annual application of waterproofing sealer
is recommended to extend the useful life
of the wood.

• Replace the small pressure-treated bridge as needed via the operating budget.
• Asphalt walkways are budgeted for replacement in year 1.

Site Water & Sewer Main / Lines The building is
connected to the City of Somersworth Municipal water
system on Linden Street. In addition, the building is
also connected to the City of Somersworth Municipal
sewer system on Linden Street.

Site Signage
A site sign that reads "Queensbury Mill Apartments" is
installed above the front entry doors. It does not contain
the building address, nor is the address displayed
anywhere else on the building.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Upgrades can be accomplished as needed
from within the operating budget.

Retaining Walls and Fences
Concrete retaining walls are found along the rear and
side of the building. They are in good condition. This
item is expected to last beyond the timeframe of this
assessment. A stone retaining wall is installed in the
parking lot area. There is a wrought iron fence
enclosure around the air conditioning condensing units
on the north elevation of the building. It is labeled "125
Fence" and appears to be very sturdy.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Occasional fence repairs or painting can
be accomplished as needed via the
operating budget.

• Budget for replacement of the stone retaining wall in year 2.
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Built Improvements, Site Furniture
There is one small bench at the front entrance. The
wood needs paint or replacement.

Observations and Recommendations:

• This item can be accomplished from within
the operating budget.

Dumpsters
There are no dumpsters. A trash room is located on the
1st floor. Maintenance staff collects rubbish from the
central trash room and brings it back to the SHA
dumpsters off-site.

Gas Main and Lines
Natural gas is provided to the building. The gas main and lines are the property of the contracted vendor.

Site Lighting
Blueprints indicate there are six Gardco 250W HPS pole lights in the parking lot. However, the parking lot
configuration does not match the blueprints and there appears to be only two pole lights present. Paint
has peeled off the poles and they are exhibiting significant rusting. Additional lighting on Market and
Linden Streets is provided by city streetlights.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of the site lights and poles in year 10.
• Interim painting can be accomplished as needed from within the operating budget.

Electrical Main and Distribution
Power is provided to the building via underground wires from the pad-mounted transformer. The pad-
mounted transformer is located adjacent to the side entrance. It is fed via underground cable from a utility
pole on the side of the driveway that receives overhead power supplied from a utility pole on Market
Street.
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ARCHITECTURAL EXTERIOR

Foundations and Waterproofing
The foundation is made of stone and brick. The
foundation is not fully waterproofed and some leaking
is taking place through the wall. A sump pump is
installed (see mechanical section).

Walls, Exterior, Brick or Block
The walls of the building at ground level are made of
brick. The brick has been painted. There are areas of
chipping and some sections near the base need to be
repointed. Walls above the ground level are wood
clapboards. The entire building was re-insulated in
1996. The exterior was painted last year. The trim was
painted 2 years ago. Some of the wood corner trim has
rotted and should be replaced.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Repointing of the brick can be accomplished from within the operating budget.
• Budget for exterior trim replacement in year 1.

Roof Structure and Covering
The roof of the building is rafter construction with a very
slight pitch, estimated at 2:12. It is in good shape with
no reported problems. The gables have ventilation
louvers installed and there are rooftop ventilators also
installed as well. The roof is covered with half-lap roll
asphalt. It appears to be in good condition, however no
roof work has been done since at least 1996. There is
an access hatch to the roof on the 4th floor. Wood
soffits are in good shape and have been painted. They
are fitted with 2" continuous metal soffit vents with
insect screen.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for roof replacement in year 5.
• Repair and refinish soffits as required (operating budget).

Roof Drainage Exterior (gutter and fascia)
Gutters and downspouts are installed at the eaves. Blueprints show 16 roof drains installed around the
perimeter of the building.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Minor repairs can be accomplished as needed from within the operating budget.

Chimney
The brick chimney is in good condition. It is estimated to be approximately 100 feet tall.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Minor re-pointing of the brick can be accomplished as needed from within the operating
budget.
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Penthouse
The penthouse has a mechanically fastened .46 mil reinforced EPDM membrane roof on 3" rigid
insulation, and a 3/4' plywood deck over 2x10's @ 16" o.c. with metal drip edge and 1x8 wood trim. The
walls are wood siding over 1/2" CDX plywood over 2x4's (on side) @ 16" o.c. on the 8" concrete shaft
wall.

Canopies and Ceilings, Exterior or Open
A wood canopy with a metal shed roof is installed over the compressors on the north elevation of the
building. The open ceiling on the front entrance canopy is painted wood in good condition.

Observations and Recommendations:

• The cost for paint and repairs in 5-year intervals can be accomplished as needed via the
operating budget.

Stairs and Railings
The steps from the south parking lot to the side
entrance are concrete. The bottom step has
deteriorated and is in need of replacement. Steel
handrails are found at the south entrance steps and
along the west elevation of the building. All handrails
need to be scraped, primed and painted.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of the bottom
south entry step in year 1.

• Budget to refinish railings in 5-year
intervals.

Doors, exterior common, automatic
A wide aluminum storefront door with automatic opener and full length sidelite is installed at the side
entrance on the south elevation. Handicapped access is through the front doors only. The front entry is
equipped with two aluminum storefront-style doors. The owner plans the make the doors larger and the
design process is currently underway. Replacement of these with wider sliding doors is pending.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for repair or replacement of the
automatic opener in year 15.

Doors, exterior common, solid wood/metal
The exit on the back end of the building (west
elevation) is a 6-panel insulated metal door with
hardware on the interior only. It is used as a fire exit
and is not accessible from the exterior. The two double
doors on the Linden Street (north elevation) side of the
building are made of wood. One set is functional and is
equipped with lever hardware on the exterior and panic
hardware on the interior. The other set is unused and is
fixed in a closed position.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Paint and/or repair as needed (operating budget).
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Windows and Screens, Frames and Glazing
Windows are double-hung wood frame and sash with half-height screens.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for window replacement over 5 years beginning in year 15.
• The occasional replacement of a damaged window or screen can be accomplished as

needed at tenant turnover via the operating budget.

Lighting, building-mounted
Two 200W HPS light fixtures are mounted on the south elevation of the building to illuminate the
driveway and parking area. Exterior door lights are installed above the south, west, and north entrances.
The north and entrance and west exit also have an emergency light above the door. The main entrance
on the east
elevation has
recessed lights
installed in the
canopy ceiling
and decorative
coach lights
mounted on the
wall on either
side of the doors.
Sizes of the light
fixtures on the
doors vary from
60-100 watts.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Occasional replacement of a failed unit can be
accomplished from within the operating budget.

• Budget for replacement of door lights in year 15.
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ARCHITECTURAL INTERIOR

Foundations
This is an old mill building with a brick and stone
foundation. The east and central portions of the
building are finished on the first floor. The west end of
the building has a crawl space at ground level. There
are no sub-grade basements and there is no
waterproofing.

Floor Frame and Coverings
The floor frame is typical construction for a building of
this vintage. Common area carpet is in fair condition.
New carpet was last installed in 1996. Several areas
are showing signs of rippling. Vinyl tile is installed in the
community room, bathrooms, kitchen, etc. Various
slabs are found in the storage areas on the 1st floor.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for carpet replacement in 15-year intervals.
• Minor tile repairs can be accomplished as needed from within the operating budget

Walls and Ceilings
Common area walls are painted GWB (gypsum wall
board) with vinyl cove base. Walls between laundry
rooms and adjacent living spaces are 3-5/8" metal
studs with 1/2" sound board and 5/8" Type-X GWB on
each side. Blueprints indicate tenant storage facilities
on the ground floor, however, these were apparently
never built and do not exist at the present time. The
hallways and stairs are compartmentalized for fire
protection. Typical fire walls between adjacent dwelling
units and between dwelling units and common hallways
is presumed. Common area ceilings consist of 2x4
suspended grid with solid surface or fissured acoustical
tiles. There is R-38 blown-in insulation in the attic
space. Typical R-values are presumed in the walls.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget to refinish 25% of the grid and
refinish/replace 25% of the acoustical tiles
in 5-year intervals beginning in year 2.

• Budget for painting of common area walls
in 10-year intervals, starting in year 3.

Doors (fire/hall/closet/etc.)
Common area doors are metal with vision panels
installed. Doors are equipped with magnetic hold-open
devices. The laundry room also has a ventilation louver
installed in the wall adjacent to the door.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Refinish as required (operating budget).
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Community Kitchen
The kitchen is equipped with shelving and cabinetry,
range hood with fire suppression and 1900 CFM
exhaust fan, 6-burner Vulcan gas range., prep table &
sink, refrigerator, stockroom shelving, freezer, hand
sink, pot sink, utility cart, dish table, combination
stainless steel sink and Hobart dishwasher, large
Kenmore microwave, hot food table, rotary toaster, 2
work tables, and a food processor. The commercial-
quality range hood is equipped with a Pyro Chem Inc
fire supression system. The 3-basin stainless steel
commercial sink is equipped with extended faucet and
wrist blade handles. One basin is connected to a
grease trap. There is a mix of stainless steel and
laminate countertops, and also a small bathroom-style
lavatory with a double-handle faucet. A stainless steel prep sink
has a double-handle faucet with room on the countertop for the
microwave. Kitchen cabinets are the same as those found in the
dwelling units.

Observations and Recommendations:

• The kitchen is currently not in use.

Common Area Laundry Appliances
There is a top-loading washer and a dryer on each floor, leased
from Mac-Gray.

Observations and Recommendations:

• At least one washer should be replaced with a front-
loading appliance for handicapped accessibility.

Furniture, Common Area
The community room is furnished with a pool table, exercise
equipment, and various tables and chairs.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Occasional replacement of a worn or damaged piece
can be accomplished from within the operating budget.

Stairs and Railings, Common Area, Interior
There are two concrete-filled metal stair pans, located at each end
of the building. One (Stair C) is carpeted and one is covered with
rubber treads and vinyl tile. The ramp in the center of the 1st floor
has a wood railing. Walls in the hallways are fitted with hardwood
hand rails. The round wood handrails in the stairwells are not
returned to the walls at the ends.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget to install handrail returns in year 1.

Sink, Janitorial
The maintenance office is equipped with a deep basin mop sink.
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Mail Facilities
Mail facilities are located inside the community room.
They are flush-mounted in the wall. There are 28
boxes, one for each tenant, one for outgoing mail, and
three unused. There are also two parcel lockers and a
service shelf. The outgoing mail slot is 58” from the
floor. Parcel post boxes are at 35" and 52½" above the
finished floor (a.f.f.) Keyway heights for the handicap
units is: #21=45½”, #31=45½", #41=45½”. The shelf
underneath the boxes is 33” a.f.f. The bottom of the
adjacent bulletin board is 32" above the finished floor.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Repair or replace components as required
(operating budget).

Public Bathroom Fixtures
The separate Men’s and Ladies’ rooms have an
American Standard toilet centered at 19½" from the
corner, with the flush handle on the wrong side. The
height to the rim of the bowl is 16 inches. The wall-
mounted American Standard lavatory is fitted with a
high-neck faucet and dual wing-blade handles. The
height to the top of the rim is 31½ inches. It is centered
at 16" off the side wall. Supply and drain pipes are
protected with pipewrap. There is a 4’-6” space from
the front of the toilet to the wall, and the room is 5’-10”
wide. All Ladies' bathroom details are the same except
that the room is 6’-0” wide.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Minor repairs including replacement of gaskets, valves, faucets and ball cock assemblies
can be addressed within the operating budget.

Public Bathroom Accessories
The bathrooms contain a tilt mirror (50" to the bottom), toilet paper
holder (40 inches from back wall and 24 inches off the floor), soap
dispenser, paper towel dispenser, and nurse call system. Signs
adjacent to the doors include white symbols and letters on a dark
background plus raised Braille characters. The toilets have a 36"
grab bar on the back wall and 42" grab bar on the side wall. Both
are 1¼" diameter. All grab bar heights are 35½" to the center line
of the bar. There is no vertical grab bar as is now required in New
Hampshire. There is a drinking fountain located between the two
bathrooms, mounted on the wall with the bubbler at 32" a.f.f.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget in year 1 for a vertical grab bar (required by
NH code) and installation of a motion sensor light
switch so the lights don’t stay on all the time.
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Radiation, Hydronic Baseboards
Hydronic baseboards are installed in the common rooms and offices only.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Refinish baseboard heat covers as  required. A spray-on application is recommended rather
than brushing to achieve a smooth finish.

Lighting, Common Area, Interior
Ceiling-mounted light fixtures are located in the common hallways. There are (45) 2X4 troffer lights, (51)
surface-mounted 13-watt dome fixtures, (13) surface-mounted fluorescent strips, and (6) surface-
mounted fluorescent fixtures. Stairwells have wall-mounted fluorescent lighting above the doors. The
community room has 2x4 fluorescent troffers installed in the ceiling grid.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Isolated cases of failed lighting fixtures can be replaced as needed from within the operating
budget.
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DWELLING UNITS

There are 8 different floor plans, including the handicapped units. Dwelling units are located on the 2nd,
3rd, and 4th floors of the 4-story building. The handicapped units were added in 1996, along with three
other units that were remodeled. The handicapped units are Apt.21, Apt.31, and Apt.41 (one on each
floor). Apt.21 was not occupied at the time of inspection. It needs to be cleaned and refurbished.

Living Area Floors
Sheet vinyl flooring is installed in the kitchens and
bathrooms. It was in good condition in all units
inspected. Transition strips are installed at junctions
between carpet and sheet vinyl. New carpet was
installed in each living room, entry, hallway and
bedroom in 1996. Some has been replaced since then.
For example, the carpet in Apt.39 is only 2-5 years old
and the carpet in Apt.21 is 11 years old.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for sheet vinyl replacement over 6
years beginning in year 15, to be applied
as needed at tenant turnover.

• Budget for replacement of older carpet in years 4-9 at the rate of 2 units per year, to be
applied at tenant turnover.

• Budget for replacement of newer carpet in years 12-17 at the rate of 2 units per year, to be
applied at tenant turnover.

Living Area Walls
Dwelling unit exterior walls are constructed of 3-5/8" metal studs with 3½" fiberglass insulation, 6-mil poly
vapor barrier, and 5/8" Type-X GWB on each side. Dwelling unit interior walls are constructed of 3-5/8"
metal studs with 5/8" Type-X GWB on each side. Living area walls are painted GWB with vinyl cove base
installed. There are stress cracks in the walls in Apt.21 that need to be repaired and refinished.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Repair and refinish walls as required at tenant turnover (operating budget).

Living Area Ceilings, Acoustic Tiles
Living areas have dropped 2x4 grid ceilings that are
fitted with fissured surface acoustic tiles. Ceiling tiles in
the bathrooms have smooth surfaces. The grid system
in some apartments is becoming discolored with age
and needs to be refinished. Ceiling tiles in Apt.21 are
stained due to water leaks from above.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget to refinish ceiling grids over 10
years at tenant turnover.

Doors, Hallway Entry
The 36" wide insulated metal entry doors are equipped
with lever hardware and a deadbolt lock. They are installed in a metal frame. Door numbers are in white
on a brown background with raised Braille characters.
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Doors, Interior and Closet
Bedroom and bathroom doors are 30" wide painted
Masonite with lever hardware. Standard unit bedroom
closets have sliding hollow-core painted Masonite
doors. All closet doors are equipped with either "D"
pulls or recessed pulls. There is one wood shelf and
garment rod, typically mounted at 66" high. However, in
Apt.47 the garment rod is mounted at 72" a.f.f. The
utility/linen closets have three wooden shelves.

Observations and Recommendations:

• The occasional replacement of a damaged
or missing door can be accomplished as
needed at tenant turnover via the
operating budget.

Windows, Frames and Glazing
Windows are double-hung wood frame and sash.

Observations and Recommendations:

• The frame on one window in Apt.21 is coming apart and is in need of replacement (operating
budget).

Kitchen Cabinets, Countertops and Sinks
Kitchen cabinets are original equipment dating back to
1984. They are wood construction with laminate doors
and square-edge laminate-on-particleboard
countertops with matching backsplash. Double bowl
sinks are equipped with single-handle faucets. The
sinks have one large basin and one smaller basin.
There is no spray attachment.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for countertop replacement in year
10 with Euro-2000 countertops with full-
radiused front and integral backsplash.

• Minor repairs including replacement of
gaskets, valves and faucet assemblies can be addressed within the operating budget.

Kitchen Appliances
Appliances are provided and include a Hotpoint model
RB7540N7WH range, Nautilus model NW-E
recirculating range hood, and a GE model
TBX14S8XKRWH refrigerator. New appliances were
last installed in 1996.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of ranges and
rangehoods in 20-year intervals.

• Budget for replacement of refrigerators in
15-year intervals.
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Bathroom Fixtures
Bathrooms in the standard units have a formed-top
lavatory with integral backsplash and double-handle
faucet. American Standard, UPC, and other toilet
brands were noted in the apartments inspected. All
were 1.6 gpf models. Older units are pink. The 1-piece
Fiberglass tub/shower enclosure has an integral
sidewall grab bar and single handle temperature and
flow control.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of older toilets
over 7 years beginning in year 1, to be
applied at tenant turnover.

• Minor repairs including replacement of gaskets, valves and faucet assemblies can be
addressed within the operating budget.

Bath Accessories
Typical bathroom accessories in the apartments
include a toilet paper holder, towel bar, mirrored
medicine cabinet, and shower curtain rod. Robe hooks
were found in some, but not all, of the apartments
inspected. The 3-door mirrored medicine cabinet
includes Broadway-style incandescent lighting across
the top. The bathroom vanity in the standard units
matches the kitchen cabinets. Handicapped units do
not have vanities.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Bathroom accessories can be replaced on
an as-needed basis via the operating
budget.

• Refinish or replace vanities as required at tenant turnover (operating budget).

Unit Vent/Exhaust
The bathroom has a ceiling-mounted fan/light with 4" exhaust duct to wall cap with backdraft damper.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of bathroom fans
in 15-year intervals, to be applied as
needed at tenant turnover.

Detectors, Smoke/Fire/Carbon Monoxide
Standard units have Firex smoke alarms installed in the
bedroom and the entry. Handicapped Apt.21 has Firex
smoke/strobe alarms installed in the bedroom and the
entry. There are no carbon monoxide sensors present.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of smoke detectors in 10-year intervals as a matter of general
practice. Include 1 combination smoke/carbon monoxide detector in each apartment.
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Local HVAC, Electric Heat/Electric AC
Apartments each have a GE Zoneline 2100 wall-
mounted air conditioner located under one of the
window sills in the living room. This model is no longer
available and has been replaced with the 4100 series.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of air conditioners
over 3 years beginning in year 11.

Unit Radiation, Hydronic, Baseboard
Apartments are heated with hydronic baseboard
convectors. Thermostats are mounted at 60" a.f.f. The
heaters in Apt.21 have been abused and need to be
refurbished, including straightening of the fins and
refinishing of the covers (operating budget).

Observations and Recommendations:

• Refinish baseboard heat covers as
required at tenant turnover. A spray-on
application is recommended rather than
brushing to achieve a smooth finish.

Unit Radiation , Electric Baseboard
Bathrooms in the apartments have 1500-watt electric
baseboard heaters with self-contained thermostat. All
are starting to fail. T-stats are mounted at 60" a.f.f.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of bathroom heaters in year 1.

Unit Intercom & Nurse Call Station
Nurse call
pullcords are
installed in the
bedroom and
bathroom and
there is a
signal light
above the
entry door of
the apartment.
There is also
an exterior
alarm, which
rings to the
local police department. All units are equipped with an MCS Communications intercom system that
allows remote access to the door lock at the main entrance.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Occasional replacement of a failed unit can be accomplished from within the operating
budget.
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Electrical Breaker Panel and Wiring
Standard units have 100-amp Square-D electrical
panels mounted at 60" a.f.f. to the main breaker.
Kitchen counter outlets are located at 44" a.f.f. and at
least 18" away from corners. GFCI (Ground Fault
Circuit Interrupt) outlets are provided in the kitchen and
bathroom. Random tests did not indicate any faults.
Electrical outlets in the living areas are mounted at 18"
a.f.f. and light switches are installed at 48" a.f.f.

Electrical Fixtures
Apartments have surface-mounted and recessed
incandescent lighting fixtures and a lighted ceiling fan
in the living areas. Kitchen lighting consists of 2x2
fluorescent fixtures. Standard units also have a strip
light over the sink. Bathroom lighting includes a fluorescent vanity light and a ceiling-mounted fan/light.
Bedrooms have switched outlets, however there are no switched outlets in Apt.21.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Isolated cases of failed lighting fixtures can be replaced as needed from within the operating
budget.

• Incandescent lamps should be replaced with compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs).
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HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBILITY – DWELLING UNITS

Doors: Exterior Entry, HCP
The 36" wide flush face insulated metal entry doors at the
handicapped units are equipped with brushed chrome lever
hardware and a bronze deadbolt lock. They are installed in metal
frames, painted to match the doors. They have a beveled threshold
and a peepsight installed at 43" a.f.f. but there is no closer and
there is less than 12" clear on the pull side of the door. Door
numbers are in white on a brown background with raised Braille
characters.

Doors: Interior and Closets, HCP
The bathroom and bedroom doors in handicapped Apt.21 are 36"
wide 6-panel painted woodgrain Masonite in wood frames with
lever hardware. Handicapped unit bedroom closets have 5' bifold
hollow-core 6-panel painted Masonite doors. All closet doors are
equipped with "D" pulls. There is one wood shelf and garment rod,
typically mounted at 48" high. The utility/linen closets have three
wooden shelves mounted at accessible height.

Handicapped Kitchen Cabinets and Counters
Kitchens have handicapped height wood cabinets with
laminate doors and one adjustable shelf. Four sections
are open underneath for wheelchair access. Wall
cabinets are mounted at 46" above the finished floor
(a.f.f.). The open concept kitchen arrangement allows
for a 60" diameter turning space and  30"x48" approach
areas for the appliances. The doors and drawers do not
have accessible pull handles. The handicapped height
Euro-2000 countertop with radiused front and integral
backsplash is mounted at 34" a.f.f. The stainless steel
single shallow bowl kitchen sink is equipped with a
single-handle faucet and a spray attachment. Supply
and drain pipes underneath the sink are not wrapped
with protective covers.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget to install under-sink protective
wraps on supply & waste pipes in year 1.

• Budget for installation of "D" handles on
the door and drawer fronts in year 1.

Handicapped Kitchen Appliances
Tenants in the handicapped units are provided with a
GE model JP326VOBIUU cooktop, a GE model
JB3460VIWW recirculating range hood, and a GE
model HR766241 refrigerator with 50% of the freezer
area within a 54" reach range. The hood does not
appear to have accessible remote switches for the light
and fan.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for installation of remote range hood switches in year 1.
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Handicapped Bath Fixtures
The wall-hung lavatory has a high-neck faucet with
wing-blade handles. It is correctly mounted with 34"
from the floor to the rim and there is 27" of knee space
underneath. There are no protective wraps on the
under-lavatory pipes. The toilet is an American
Standard 1.6 gpf handicapped height model (17"-19" to
the top of the seat). The flush handle in Apt.21 is not
located on the open side. This should be corrected the
next time the toilet is replaced. The roll-in one-piece
fiberglass handicapped shower has a single-handled
faucet, removable seat, and horizontal grab bars on all
three walls, plus a vertical grab bar. The remote
shower head has a 59" hose and an adjustable slide
bar.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget to install under-lavatory protective wraps on the supply and waste pipes in year 1.

Handicapped Bath Accessories
The bathroom in handicapped Apt.21 has a 5-foot
turning diameter. Typical bathroom accessories include
a toilet paper holder (28" a.f.f.), towel bar, mirror above
the lavatory, a separate mirrored medicine cabinet (36"
a.f.f.), toothbrush holder, soap dish, and shower curtain
rod. All bathroom accessory mounting heights are
within acceptable reach ranges. However, the toilet
paper holder is not located 7"-9" forward of the toilet.
This can be corrected via the operating budget. There
is a 42" grab bar on the side of the toilet, properly sized
and positioned (1½"-2" dia., 33"-36" a.f.f.).

Observations and Recommendations:

• In Apt.21 there is no grab bar on the wall
behind the toilet. This can be corrected via the operating budget.

Detectors: Smoke/Fire/Carbon Monoxide, HCP
Handicapped Apt.21 has Firex smoke/strobe alarms installed in the bedroom and the entry. There are no
carbon monoxide sensors present.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Replacement of smoke detectors and installation of carbon monoxide detectors has been
discussed previously.

Electrical Breaker Panel and Wiring
The 100-amp Square-D electrical panel in HCP Apt.21 is equipped with a main breaker. However, it is
too high at 58" for handicapped accessibility.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Management should develop and implement a plan where resetting of the circuit breakers
can be done when needed in the accessible units.
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MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL

Sewer and Water Systems
The existing 2" cold water main entrance is located
behind the sprinkler system on the north side of the
building and includes copper piping, a meter. Pipe
sizes include 1/2", 3/4", and 1¼" for cold water and
140° hot water service. The sanitary waste and vent
system is a mixture of PVC and cast iron. Pipe sizes
include 1½", 2", 2½" 3" and 4" for supply, drains, and
vents.

Sump Pump, Residential
The foundation is not fully waterproofed and some
leaking is taking place through the wall. A submersible
sump pump is installed in a corner of the basement and
operates seasonally.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for sump pump replacement in year 6.

Central Panel, Smoke & Fire Detection
The FCI main fire alarm control panel (FACP) is in the 2nd floor
boiler room. It was last replaced in June of 2004. It has separate
zones for the 1st floor front, 2nd floor front, 3rd floor front, 4th floor
front, attic front, 1st floor sprinkler, attic sprinkler, duct smoke
detector, 1st floor rear, 2nd floor rear, 3rd floor rear, 4th floor rear,
and attic rear. The annunciator panel is in the service entrance on
the north elevation. An AUTO SPKR fire department connection is
located on the north elevation of the building.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for contingency FACP replacement in year 8,
to be applied as needed.

Fire Suppression
The building has a two Viking/Potter sprinkler systems installed.
There is a wet system on the 1st floor and a dry system on the 4th
floor. Test valves are located in the stairwells. A small GAST model
1LA-32-M100X compressor is utilized for the dry portion of the
sprinkler system. All halls and common areas are protected with
Firex smoke alarms. Heat sensors are located in the mechanical
rooms and the stairwells.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for contingency replacement of the
compressor in year 10, to be applied as needed.

• Budget for replacement of smoke detectors in 10-year
intervals as a matter of general practice.

• Occasional replacement of a failed heat sensor can be
accomplished from within the operating budget.
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Elevator
The building has a 2500 lb 15-person capacity Otis
elevator with selection buttons for each floor, Open and
Close door buttons, an emergency call button and a
Stop/Run switch. The cab has a carpeted floor,
paneled walls, metal handrail, and eggcrate ceiling
tiles. The 4-stop elevator has a 4-foot door. The
controller/dispatcher is located in the machine room in
the basement. Repairs are covered under an annual
maintenance contract. The hydraulic controls for the
elevator are located in the fire-rated machine room.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget funds in year 5 for repairs and
upgrades not covered under the annual maintenance contract.

HVAC, Heat Only
Hot water for heat comes from the boiler on the 2nd
floor. There is a Modine heater (9.5 MBH) in the
mechanical area and a second one in the crawl space.
They are in fair-good condition. There are ceiling-
mounted cabinet unit heaters in the front vestibule
(15.9 MBH) and the community kitchen (12.9 MBH).
Each is equipped with a variable speed switch and
throw-away filter. A wall-mounted cabinet heater is
located in the north vestibule (39.0 MBH). It is fitted
with a variable speed switch and throw-away filter.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of one unit heater
in year 20.

• Budget for ceiling cabinet heater replacement in year 20.
• Budget for wall heater replacement in year 20.

HVAC, Heating and Cooling, Bottom Floor
There are two HVAC units that serve the first floor
common areas and offices. The large McQuay model
LSL-108 (109 MBH @ 3600 CFM) with a 2-Hp motor
serves the common areas and a smaller McQuay
model SCB-161 (25.6 MBH @ 1200 CFM) unit with a 1-
Hp motor provides cooling for the three offices and
conference room. First floor diffusers, registers, and
grilles are mounted in the ceiling. Both air handlers are
in the mechanical area and the condensing units are
located under a canopy on the north side of the
building. The larger one is a Rheem and the
manufacturer of the smaller one is unknown. Heat
exchangers are installed in the ductwork.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Replacement of individual components can be accomplished via the operating budget.
• Budget for replacement of the large HVAC unit in year 15.
• Budget for replacement of the small HVAC unit in year 16.
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HVAC, Heating and Cooling. Upper Floors
Blueprints indicate there is a recessed ceiling-mounted fan coil unit at the west end of the 2nd floor. It has
a throw-away filter. It serves the 2nd floor at the west end of the building and also supplies west end fan
coil units on the 3rd and 4th floors. All are rated at 20 MBH @ 500 CFM.

Boiler, Fuel-fire Package, Low MBH
The building has gas-fired Smith boilers series BB14A S/W-3 with
Riello burners and Safgard #170 low-water cutoffs. There are two
new boilers on the 2nd floor, and two boilers in each boiler room on
the 3rd and 4th floors. There are two 1-Hp hot water pumps on the
2nd floor, four 1/2-Hp hot water pumps on the 3rd and 4th floors,
one 1/3-Hp hot water pump and four fractional horsepower hot
water circulators. These include Taco 1935CINI 5.9 rebuilt
circulating pumps with Baldor or Emerson SA55JXCTS-3994 1/12B
hp motors. A Taco expansion tank and Vent-Rite SX-90-FG
expansion tank are found in the 2nd floor boiler room. Flue gases
are exhausted via round galvanized duct to the exterior through the
boiler room wall.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for replacement of the older boilers over 2
years, beginning in year 15.

• Budget annual funds for repair or replacement of
pumps and motors beginning in year 10, to be applied
as needed.

• Budget for expansion tank replacement in 10-year intervals, beginning in year 2.
• Repair or install new exhaust duct as required in conjunction with boiler replacement.

Boiler Accessories and Controls
The boiler system has Barber-Colman Network 8000 microzone energy management controls with
circuits for two pumps and two boilers. Honeywell temperature controls are typical.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Repair or install new temperature controls as required
in conjunction with boiler replacement.

• Budget for contingency replacement of energy controls
in year 11, to be applied as needed.

Feedwater System (hydronic)
The hydronic feedwater system is comprised of copper pipe, Apollo
ball valves, and Taco fractional horsepower (1/25) cartridge
circulators. Piping is a mixture of black iron and copper. Heating
system piping is wrapped with 1½" fiberglass insulation and labeled
with use and direction of flow. Boiler room pipe insulation includes
fiberglass wrap as well as some Armaflex insulation.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Repair or replacement of individual components can
be accomplished as needed from within the operating
budget.
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Combustion Air Duct with Fixed Louvers
Rectangular duct extends to the exterior at the window in each
boiler room. There are high and low louvers with manual dampers
in each boiler room. The size of the duct includes 18"x14" on the
2nd floor, 18"x9" on the 3rd floor, and 20"x15" on the 4th floor.

Combustion Air and Fuel Transfer
Combustion air for the first floor HVAC units is accomplished with
louvers on the north elevation. There is a 36x48 louver for the large
unit and a 36x12 connection for the crawl space vent, plus an
18x30 louver for the smaller unit and an 18x30 louver for the crawl
space exhaust fan. Fuel is transferred from the gas meter to the
boilers and furnaces through standard black iron pipe. The gas
meter is located on the south elevation of the building.

Fire Suppression
Boiler room fire suppression includes sprinkler heads and heat
sensors. Portions of the ceiling and walls exhibit stains from leaks.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Management to check on whether or not this condition still exists and refinish the affected
areas so that future leaks are immediately apparent.

DHW Generation, Exchanger in Storage Tank
Domestic hot water (DHW) is produced by a gas-fired Smith model
BC-30-760 water heater located in the 2nd floor boiler room. The
Smith water heater on the 2nd floor is supplemented with 200-
gallon Smith storage tanks on the 3rd and 4th floors. The
configuration includes a Therm-X-Trol model ST-12 expansion
tank. Taco fractional horsepower (1/25) cartridge circulators are
utilized.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Budget for water heater replacement in 15-year
intervals.

• Budget for contingency water storage tank
replacement in 15-year intervals beginning in year 3.

• Replacement of circulator components can be
accomplished on an as-needed basis from within the
operating budget.

• Budget for expansion tank replacement in 10-year
intervals, beginning in year 2.

Master TV System
Standard telephone and CATV service is available with outlets and jacks in typical locations. Verizon is
the telephone provider. The phone service panel is located in the 2nd floor boiler room.

Emergency Lights
Emergency lights are installed in all common areas. Lighted EXIT signs are located in appropriate areas.

Observations and Recommendations:

• Isolated cases of failed lighting fixtures can be replaced as needed from within the operating
budget.
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Central Panel, Buzzer/Intercom/Alarm
The control panel for the Mircom 24-station intercom entry system is in the east entrance. Apartments are
equipped with Mircom #IS-489 intercom units with Talk, Listen, and Open buttons. The Corby door
security system includes a power supply with battery-backup, keypad, electric door strike, and push
button door controller.

Electrical Switchgear
The Challenger (manufactured by Sylvania) electrical switchgear is located in the basement. The 400-
Amp main electrical entrance feeds the various sub-panels, including and existing house panel, a 400-
Amp lighting panel, and a 225-Amp lighting panel. One panel has a timer attached that is labeled
"Hallway Lights". The second panel is a Challenger brand. The master breaker was last replaced on
4/5/2005. There are two house meters and separate meters for each apartment. Each meter is equipped
with a master breaker. All exposed electrical wiring is in conduit.

Observations and Recommendations:

• A number of doors have been removed from various apartments and are being stored in the
mechanical rooms. Management needs to take precautions to ensure that a clear 3-foot path
of access to each electrical panel is maintained at all times.
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Approximate Site Plan
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Approximate 1st Floor Plan
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Approximate 2nd Floor Plan
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Approximate 3rd Floor Plan
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Approximate 4th Floor Plan
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SECTION II – SUMMARY OF BUDGET ITEMS

SITE AND LANDSCAPING

 Budget for parking lot repair and resurfacing in year 10.

 Budget for minor parking lot repairs and re-striping in 5-year intervals.

 Budget for replacement of the wood bridge in year 15.

 Asphalt walkways are budgeted for replacement in year 1.

 Budget for replacement of the stone retaining wall in year 2.

 Budget for replacement of the site lights and poles in year 10.

ARCHITECTURAL EXTERIOR

 Budget for exterior trim replacement in year 1.

 Budget for roof replacement in year 5.

 Budget for replacement of the bottom south entry step in year 1.

 Budget to refinish railings in 5-year intervals.

 Budget for repair or replacement of the automatic opener in year 15.

 Budget for window replacement over 5 years beginning in year 15.

 Budget for replacement of door lights in year 15.

ARCHITECTURAL INTERIOR

 Budget for carpet replacement in 15-year intervals.

 Budget to refinish 25% of the grid and refinish/replace 25% of the acoustical tiles in 5-year

intervals

 beginning in year 2.

 Budget for painting of common area walls in 10-year intervals, starting in year 3.

 Budget to install handrail returns in year 1.

 Budget for installation of a motion sensor light switch so the bathroom lights don’t stay on all the

time.
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DWELLING UNITS

 Budget for sheet vinyl replacement over 6 years beginning in year 15, to be applied as needed

at tenant turnover.

 Budget for replacement of older carpet in years 4-9 at the rate of 2 units per year, to be applied

at tenant turnover.

 Budget for replacement of newer carpet in years 12-17 at the rate of 2 units per year, to be

applied at tenant turnover.

 Budget to refinish ceiling grids over 10 years at tenant turnover.

 Budget for countertop replacement in year 10 with Euro-2000 countertops with full-radiused

front and integral backsplash.

 Budget for replacement of ranges and rangehoods in 20-year intervals.

 Budget for replacement of refrigerators in 15-year intervals.

 Budget for replacement of older toilets over 7 years beginning in year 1, to be applied at tenant

turnover.

 Budget for replacement of bathroom fans in 15-year intervals, to be applied as needed at tenant

turnover.

 Budget for replacement of smoke detectors in 10-year intervals as a matter of general practice.

Include 1 combination smoke/carbon monoxide detector in each apartment.

 Budget for replacement of air conditioners over 3 years beginning in year 11.

 Budget for replacement of bathroom heaters in year 1.

HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBILITY - COMMON AREA UPGRADES
The following items summarize suggestions for improvement. Consultation with a registered architect is
recommended.

 Budget for handicapped parking upgrades in year 1.

 Budget in year 1 for a vertical grab bar (required by NH code) in the bathrooms.

HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBILITY – DWELLING UNIT UPGRADES
The following items are suggestions for improvement. Consultation with a registered architect is
recommended.

 Budget to install under-sink protective wraps on the supply and waste pipes in year 1.

 Budget for installation of "D" handles on the door and drawer fronts in year 1.

 Budget for installation of remote range hood switches in year 1.

 Budget to install under-lavatory protective wraps on the supply and waste pipes in year 1.
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MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL

 Budget for sump pump replacement in year 6.

 Budget for contingency FACP replacement in year 8, to be applied as needed.

 Budget for contingency replacement of the compressor in year 10, to be applied as needed.

 Budget for replacement of smoke detectors in 10-year intervals as a matter of general practice.

 Budget funds in year 5 for elevator repairs and upgrades not covered under the annual

maintenance contract.

 Budget for replacement of one unit heater in year 20.

 Budget for ceiling cabinet heater replacement in year 20.

 Budget for wall heater replacement in year 20.

 Budget for replacement of the large HVAC unit in year 15.

 Budget for replacement of the small HVAC unit in year 16.

 Budget for replacement of the older boilers over 2 years, beginning in year 15.

 Budget annual funds for repair or replacement of pumps and motors beginning in year 10, to be

applied as needed.

 Budget for expansion tank replacement in 10-year intervals, beginning in year 2.

 Budget for contingency replacement of energy controls in year 11, to be applied as needed.

 Budget for water heater replacement in 15-year intervals.

 Budget for contingency water storage tank replacement in 15-year intervals beginning in year 3.

 Budget for expansion tank replacement in 10-year intervals, beginning in year 2.
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TRANSITION PLAN

No transition plan was made available.

DEFERRED MAINTENANCE SUMMARY

Deferred Maintenance is defined in the Fannie Mae guidelines as “any instance where current
management practice is clearly inadequate and the owner's attention should be called to the item, even if
no major expenditure or significant labor may be required.”

• Pavement markings are extremely faded and need to be refreshed.
• Areas where railings are attached to the font concrete walk need repair.
• The wood bench at the front entrance needs paint. Site light poles are in need of paint.
• Some of the wood corner trim needs to be replaced.
• Exterior handrails need to be scraped, primed and painted.

IMMEDIATE NEEDS HEALTH AND SAFETY SUMMARY

• Asphalt walkways on the north elevation need to be replaced.
• The bottom south entry step needs to be repaired.
• Handrail returns are needed on the interior stairs.
• Combination smoke/carbon monoxide detectors are needed  in each apartment.
• Vertical grab bars are needed in the public bathrooms.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

The property was extensively remodeled in 1996. There is no evidence of any environmentally hazardous
material, including regulated asbestos containing material (RACM), or lead based paint (LBP), utilized at
the development.

ACCESSIBILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

• Handicapped parking needs to be brought up-to-date.
• One front-loading washing machine should be provided.
• Install under-sink  and under-lavatory protective wraps on supply & waste pipes in HCP units.
• Install "D" handles on Kitchen cabinet door and drawer fronts in HCP units.
• Install remote range hood switches in HCP units.
• Install a grab bar on the wall behind the toilet in Apt.21.
• Management should develop and implement a plan where resetting of the circuit breakers can be

done when needed in the accessible units.

NEEDS FUNDED BY THIRD PARTY

None were identified.
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CALENDAR YEAR 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

SITE ITEMS
Parking and Roadway Pavement, asphalt

Parking and Walkways, Handicapped
Pedestrian Walkways, bituminous

Retaining Walls, stone
Subtotal

ARCHITECTURAL ITEMS     

Railings, common area, exterior
Roof Covering, Asphalt Shingles

Stairs, exterior, concrete
Walls, Exterior, Wood

Ceilings, Common Area, Acoustic Tile
Floor, Common Area, Carpet
Public Bathroom Accessories

Railings, Common Area, Interior
Walls, Common Area, Painting

Subtotal
DWELLING UNIT ITEMS     

Detectors, Smoke/Fire/Carbon Monoxide
Handicapped Bath Fixtures, Lavatory

Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Range Hood
Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Range Hood
Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Refrigerator

Handicapped Kitchen Cabinets
Handicapped Kitchen Sink
Kitchen Appliances, Range

Kitchen Appliances, Range Hood
Kitchen Appliances, Refrigerator

Living Area Ceilings, Acoustic Tiles
Living Area Floors, Carpet

Unit Radiation , Electric Baseboard
Unit Vent/Exhaust

Subtotal
MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL ITEMS     

Detectors, Smoke/Fire, Common Areas
Elevator Cab

Boiler, HWBB System Expansion Tank
DHW Expansion Tank

DHW Generation, Exchanger in Storage Tank
DHW Storage Tanks, Over 150 Gallons

Subtotal
TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL YEARS 1-5 
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Site and Landscaping 

Architectural Exterior 

Architectural Interior 

Dwelling Units 

Mechanical & Electrical 

TOTAL 

Site and Landscaping 

Architectural Exterior 

Architectural Interior 

Dwelling Units 

Mechanical & Electrical 

TOTAL 
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SECTION III – FINANCIAL NEEDS AND RESOURCES

CURRENT FINANCIAL NEEDS AND RESOURCES

For the Queensbury Mill Apartments located at 1 Market Street in Somersworth, NH, based upon the
recommended funding structure and the anticipated maintenance and replacement expenditures, Right-
Trak Design, Inc. projects that a Replacement Reserve Initial Balance of $ with an annual Average
Reserve Deposit of $ remaining constant each year will:

Not be adequate to fully fund the project for the entire 20-year assessment period, and will
Result in a negative End-of-Period Reserve Balance for all but the first two years of the 20-year
assessment period.

During the fiscal years 2011 through 2030, the forecasted annual expenses (in year-2011 dollars) range
between a low of $ (in 2014) and a high of $ (in 2019). The total annual expense (in year-
2011 dollars) for fiscal years 2011 through 2030 is $ , with an average of $ per year
($ per unit). The annual contribution (Average Reserve Deposit) is understood to be $ per
month, commencing in year 2011 and remaining constant during the assessment period. The annual
reserve balance is expected to earn interest at a rate of 0.001% annually. The Reserve Deposit may or may not
continue in the future at this level. The Replacement Reserve Initial Balance was reported to be $
on 1/1/2011. At the above funding level the End-of-Period reserve balance remains negative from 2013
through 2030.  In year 20 (2030), at an annual Reserve Deposit starting at $ with no yearly
escalation, the end-of-period balance is projected to be minus (-)$ .

SCHEDULE OF FORECASTED EXPENSES

Attached as Exhibit I is a schedule of forecasted expenses entitled “List of Work Items.” Exhibit I lists, by
project component, under the headings: Site, Architectural, Dwelling Units, and Mechanical & Electrical,
the anticipated year of replacement or year maintenance is to be performed. Exhibit II is the “Yearly Cost
Form – Summary, Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures,” showing the annual
expenditures for years 2011 through 2030.
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF RESOURCES AND NEEDS

Right-Trak Design, Inc. concludes that under the present scenario, with the annual Reserve Deposit set
at $10,356 with no yearly escalation factor, the project will not be able to complete the anticipated work
items in the scheduled timeframe.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Right-Trak Design, Inc. concludes that in order to achieve a positive cash flow throughout the entire 20-
year period, the annual deposit to the Reserve Account would need to be $ ($ per unit per
month). The annual reserve balance is expected to earn interest at a rate of 0.001% annually. This would result in
an end-of-period balance of $ .
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An alternate approach involves contributions to the Reserve Account starting at $ ($ per unit
per month), and accelerated at the annual rate of 3%. This would also result in a positive cash flow
throughout the assessment period and yield a 20-year end-of-period balance of $ .
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ASSESSMENT METHOD

The assessment covers the 20-year period commencing January 1, 2011 and includes major maintenance expenses
as well as capital expenses for replacement and improvements. The year-end amount of the Replacement Reserve
is forecast for each year based upon the recommended funding structure and expenditures. The total anticipated
expenditures for each year are calculated in constant-year 2011 dollars and the total is escalated at the current DOL
rate of 3.00% per year. The anticipated annual contributions are shown in Exhibit II.

Expenditures are scheduled based upon current needs and anticipated remaining lives of facilities and equipment,
which may or may not exceed typical EUL projections. In determining the priority for current needs and
improvements, first priority was given to those expenditures that benefit the health and safety of tenants. Second
priority was given to expenditures for previously deferred maintenance or replacement. Third priority was given to
those expenditures that would reduce operating expenses.

Right-Trak Design, Inc. developed the list of building components, systems, and equipment during its inspection of
the property. Somersworth Housing Authority provided information regarding development and construction. Right-
Trak Design, Inc. based upon industry norms and historical data for similar properties developed estimates of cost for
the various work items. The assessment assumes continuation of a thorough program of preventative and ordinary
maintenance in addition to the forecast of major expenditures.

LIMITATION OF REPORT

This report has been prepared exercising reasonable care and judgment conforming to generally accepted practices
employed in performing engineering due-diligence for real estate transactions of this type. It is expressly understood
that no detailed engineering studies have been conducted and that the conclusions and recommendations contained
in this report are based on visual observations, information provided to us by others, and knowledge gained from
completing other assignments of this type. No destructive testing, disassembly of building components, testing
and/or operation of equipment was performed in conjunction with the performance of this assignment unless
specifically noted in the report.

This report is not intended to serve as a structural evaluation, maintenance survey, or code compliance inspection,
all of which are beyond the scope and purpose of this report. Although this report addresses ADA-related issues and
may also identify correction of other certain items including those of a code-enforcement nature, it should not be
construed that code-related items on which this report remains silent have been satisfied. Typically, only code items
that are perceived as presenting undue risk and/or liability are identified for correction.

A reasonable attempt has been made to estimate the cost of performing repairs/maintenance and for the
replacement of capital items shown in this report. Estimates are based upon the best information available within the
time available for the completion of this assignment. Because costs are based only upon visual observations,
unforeseen conditions may affect both the actual scope and cost of the work. Geographic variances in the cost of
material and the availability of local labor may also affect the cost. It is recommended that the property management
organization obtain a proposal from several contractors for each major item of work. Although our best attempt to
project the anticipated capital needs of the subject property over a 20-year period has been made, it is
recommended that a new Capital Needs Assessment be performed at the end of the initial 10 years of the term.

Replacement reserve needs have been projected using the expected useful lives (EUL) contained in Fannie Mae
Physical Needs Assessment Guidance. Adjustments in the EUL have generally not been made unless our
observations present us with justification for such action. Typically, items of relatively low cost that can be efficiently
repaired/replaced by qualified maintenance technicians without compromising their other duties and that can be
funded from the property’s operating budget are not included in the replacement reserve analysis. Examples of such
items include, but are not limited to, window screens and routine electrical and plumbing repairs.

Reference material for pricing estimates was derived from the following resources: RS Means Cost Data, Craftsman
National Construction Estimator, Sweet’s Unit Cost Guide, W.W. Grainger, and Bluebook International. The
information provided within this report should be evaluated only within the scope and purpose of this analysis. No
other warranties, expressed or implied, are made.

COPYRIGHT

Right-Trak Design, Inc. has prepared this report for the exclusive use of its client, herein identified. Reproduction of
this report by any other entity in any form, in whole or in part, without the expressed written consent of Right-Trak
Design, Inc. is prohibited.
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Queensbury Mill Inspection Date:
Somersworth, NH 03878 May 11, 2011

Built Improvements, Site Furniture 15 20 5 Fair X There is one small bench at the front entrance. The wood needs paint or replacement. This item can be
accomplished from within the operating budget.

Curbs, granite 15 50 35 Good Granite curbs are installed at the front entry and ramp.

Dumpsters 0 10 10 N/A There are no dumpsters. A trash room is located on the 1st floor. Maintenance staff collects rubbish from the
central trash room and brings it back to the SHA dumpsters off-site.

Earthwork 15 50 35 Good

The site is sloped and the building is partially recessed into the hill at the back end. The property is
comprised of two parcels. The first parcel is 0.45 acres and is primarily occupied by the building. The second
parcel is 0.41 acres and is located along the southwest side of the first parcel and contains 21 parking
spaces.

Electrical Main and Distribution 15 40 25 Good Power is provided to the building via underground wires from the pad-mounted transformer.

Electrical Transformer 15 30 15 Good
The pad-mounted transformer is located adjacent to the side entrance.  It is fed via underground cable from
a utility pole on the side of the driveway that receives overhead power supplied from a utility pole on Market
Street.

Fencing, wrought iron 15 50 35 Good X
There is a wrought iron fence enclosure around the air conditioning condensing units on the north elevation
of the building. It is labeled "125 Fence" and appears to be very sturdy. Occasional repairs or painting can
be accomplished as needed via the operating budget.

Gas Main and Lines 15 40 25 Good Natural gas is provided to the building. The gas main and lines are the property of the contracted vendor.

Landscaping 15 50 35 Fair-Good X Landscaping is relatively basic; nothing special. There are a few shrubs are the front of the building. Annual
funds for cleanup and fresh mulch would typically come from the operating budget.

Parking and Roadway Pavement, asphalt 15 25 10 Good
There are 3 parking spaces at the front of the building plus one more, which are rented from the city. An
additional 21 parking spaces are located on the southwest side of the building, adjacent to the side entrance.

Parking and Roadway Pavement, asphalt 15 25 10 Good 16 MSF 10 The parking lot at the south side of the building is paved. There are no details on composition in the
blueprints that were available for review. Budget for parking lot repair and resurfacing in year 10.

Parking and Roadway Pavement, asphalt 15 5 1 Fair 24 EA 10 Budget for minor parking lot repairs and re-striping in 5-year intervals.

Parking and Walkways, Handicapped 15 25 10 Fair 1 LS 1

Two of the front parking spaces are designated as handicapped accessible. They share a common access
aisle. Pavement markings are extremely faded and need to be refreshed. There is one non-standard
Reserved Parking sign. It needs to be replaced with two Handicapped Parking signs, mounted high enough
to be seen when the space is occupied by a vehicle. Budget for handicapped parking upgrades in year 1.

Parking and Walkways, Handicapped 15 25 10 Good X
The front of the building is equipped with a concrete handicapped ramp. Some of the areas where the railing
is attached to the concrete have deteriorated and are in need of repair. This item can be accomplished from
within the operating budget.

Pedestrian Walkways and Stairs, concrete 15 30 15 Good X Walkways at the front of the building are concrete. No capital expenses are anticipated for this item. Maintain
as required (operating budget).

Pedestrian Walkways and Stairs, concrete 15 30 15 Fair-Good X
Steps at the south entrance are concrete. They lead to the second floor entrance. The bottom step has
deteriorated and is in need of repair. This item can be accomplished from within the operating budget.

Pedestrian Walkways and Stairs, wood 15 30 15 Good 12 SF 15 X

A small walkway deck at the back of the building serves as a bridge from the sidewalk to the west door on
the second floor. It appears to be made of pressure-treated lumber and, although it is weathered, it is in
good condition. Budget for replacement of the wood bridge in year 15. Annual application of waterproofing
sealer is recommended to extend the useful life of the wood. Replacement of this item can be accomplished
as needed via the operating budget.

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.
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Pedestrian Walkways, bituminous 15 15 1 Poor-Fair 680 SF 1 Asphalt walkways along the side of the building are broken up. These are a potential trip-and-fall hazard and
are budgeted for replacement in year 1.

Retaining Walls, concrete 15 20 5 Good Concrete retaining walls are found along the rear and side of the building. They are in good condition. This
item is expected to last beyond the timeframe of this assessment.

Retaining Walls, stone 15 15 2 Fair-Good 150 LF 2 A stone retaining wall is installed in the parking lot area. Budget for replacement in year 2.

Site Lighting 15 25 10 Fair-Good 2 EA 10 X

Blueprints indicate there are six Gardco 250W HPS pole lights in the parking lot. However, the parking lot
configuration does not match the blueprints and there appears to be only two pole lights present. Paint has
peeled off the poles and they are exhibiting significant rusting. Budget for replacement in year 10. Interim
painting can be accomplished as needed from within the operating budget.

Site Lighting 15 25 10 Good Additional lighting on Market and Linden Streets is provided by city streetlights.

Site Sewer Main / Lines 15 50 35 Good The building is connected to the City of Somersworth Municipal sewer system on Linden Street.

Site Signage 15 35 20 Good X
A site sign that reads "Queensbury Mill Apartments" is installed above the front entry doors. It does not
contain the building address, nor is the address displayed anywhere else on the building. Upgrades can be
accomplished as needed from within the operating budget.

Site Water Main / Lines 15 40 25 Good The building is connected to the City of Somersworth Municipal water system on Linden Street.

34684

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.
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1 Market Street Site
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Renovations to the building were completed on August 9, 1996.

Canopies, Wood/Metal 15 40 25 Good A wood canopy a metal shed roof is installed over the compressors on the north elevation of the building.

Ceilings, Exterior or Open E 5 1 Good X The open ceiling on the front entrance canopy is painted wood in good condition. The cost for paint and
repairs in 5-year intervals can be accomplished as needed via the operating budget.

Chimney 15 50 35 Good X The brick chimney is in good condition. It is estimated to be approximately 100 feet tall. Minor re-pointing of
the brick can be accomplished as needed from within the operating budget.

Doors, exterior common, automatic 15 30 15 Good 1 EA 15
A wide aluminum storefront door with automatic opener and full length sidelite is installed at the side
entrance on the south elevation. Budget for repair or replacement of the automatic opener in year 15.

Doors, exterior common, automatic 0 30 30 Good The front entry is equipped with two aluminum storefront-style doors. Replacement of these with wider sliding
doors is pending.

Doors, exterior common, solid wood/metal 0 25 25 Good Handicapped access is through the front doors only. The owner plans the make the doors larger and the
design process is currently underway.

Doors, exterior common, solid wood/metal 15 50 35 Good The exit on the back end of the building (west elevation) is a 6-panel insulated metal door with hardware on
the interior only. It is used as a fire exit and is not accessible from the exterior.

Doors, service 15 35 20 Good
The two double doors on the Linden Street (north elevation) side of the building are made of wood. One set
is functional and is equipped with lever hardware on the exterior and panic hardware on the interior. The
other set is unused and is fixed in a closed position.

Foundation Waterproofing 15 50 35 Fair The foundation is not fully waterproofed and some leaking is taking place through the wall. A sump pump is
installed (see mechanical section).

Foundations 15 50 35 Fair-Good The foundation is made of stone and brick.

Hatches/Skylights, access hatch 15 50 35 Good There is an access hatch to the roof on the 4th floor.

Insulation, Ceilings/Attic 15 50 35 Good The entire building was re-insulated in 1996.

Insulation, Interior/Exterior Walls 15 50 35 Good The entire building was re-insulated in 1996.

Lighting, building-mounted exterior 15 30 15 Good 7 EA 15

Exterior door lights are installed above the south, west, and north entrances. The north and entrance and
west exit also have an emergency light above the door. The main entrance on the east elevation has
recessed lights installed in the canopy ceiling and decorative coach lights mounted on the wall on either side
of the doors. Sizes vary from 60-100 watts. Budget for replacement in year 15.

Lighting, building-mounted HID 15 40 25 Good
Two 200W HPS light fixtures are mounted on the south elevation of the building to illuminate the driveway
and parking area. Occasional replacement of a failed unit can be accomplished from within the operating
budget.

Penthouse 15 50 35 Good
The penthouse has a mechanically fastened .46 mil reinforced EPDM membrane roof on 3" rigid insulation,
and a 3/4' plywood deck over 2x10's @ 16" o.c. with metal drip edge and 1x8 wood trim. The walls are wood
siding over 1/2" CDX plywood over 2x4's (on side) @ 16" o.c. on the 8" concrete shaft wall.

Railings, common area, exterior 15 5 1 Fair 150 LF 1,6,11,
16

Steel handrails are found at the south entrance steps and along the west elevation of the building. All
handrails need to be scraped, primed and painted. Budget to refinish railings in 5-year intervals.

Roof Covering, Asphalt Shingles 15 20 5 Fair-Good 92 SQ 5 The roof is covered with half-lap roll asphalt. It appears to be in good condition, however no roof work has
been done since at least 1996. Budget for replacement in year 5.

Roof Drainage Exterior (gutter and fascia) 15 25 10 Good X Gutters and downspouts are installed at the eaves. Minor repairs can be accomplished as needed from
within the operating budget.

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.

List of Work Items
1 Market Street Architectural Exterior
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Roof Drainage Interior (drain covers) 15 50 35 Good Blueprints show 16 roof drains installed around the perimeter of the building.

Roof Structure 15 50 35 Good The roof of the building is rafter construction with a very slight pitch, estimated at 2:12. It is in good shape
with no reported problems.

Soffits, wood/stucco/concrete 2 5 3 Good X Wood soffits are in good shape and have been painted. They are fitted with 2" continuous metal soffit vents
with insect screen.  Repair and refinish as required (operating budget).

Stairs, exterior, concrete 15 50 35 Fair-Good 6 SF 1 The steps from the south parking lot to the side entrance are concrete. The bottom step has deteriorated
and is in need of replacement. Budget for year 1.

Ventilation, Attic 15 50 35 Good The gables have ventilation louvers installed and there are rooftop ventilators also installed as well.

Walls, Exterior, Brick or Block 15 40 25 Fair-Good X
The walls of the building at ground level are made of brick. The brick has been painted. There are areas of
chipping and some sections near the base need to be repointed. This item can be accomplished from within
the operating budget.

Walls, Exterior, Wood shingle, Clapboard,
Plywood, Stucco

1 10 9 Good 163 CSF 9 Walls above the ground level are wood clapboards. The exterior was painted last year. The trim was painted
2 years ago. 11'-4" per floor X 3 floors X 478'-2" LF perimeter = 16258 ft²

Walls, Exterior, Wood 15 15 0 Poor-Fair 140 LF 1 Some of the wood corner trim has rotted and should be replaced. Budget for replacement in year 1.

Windows, Frames and Glazing 15 30 15 Fair-Good 184 EA 15-19 X
Windows are double-hung wood frame and sash. Approximate total = 184. Budget for window replacement
over 5 years beginning in year 15.  The occasional replacement of a damaged window can be accomplished
as needed at tenant turnover via the operating budget.

Windows, Storm/Screen 15 20 5 Good X Windows are all double hung with half screen. The occasional replacement of a damaged or missing screen
can be accomplished as needed at tenant turnover via the operating budget.

184918

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.

1 Market Street Architectural Exterior
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Ground floor contains common areas, offices, and a kitchen that is unused. The kitchen is equipped with
shelving and cabinetry, range hood with fire suppression and 1900 CFM exhaust fan, gas range, prep table
& sink, refrigerator, stockroom shelving, freezer, hand sink, pot sink, utility cart, dish table, dishwasher, hot
food table, rotary toaster, 2 work tables, and a food processor.

Ceilings, Common Area, Acoustic Tile 15 5 2 Good 20 CSF
2,7,12,

17

Common area ceilings consist of 2x4 suspended grid with solid surface or fissured acoustical tiles. Budget to
refinish 25% of the grid and refinish/replace 25% of the acoustical tiles in 5-year intervals beginning in year
2. Est. 7778 ft² total.

Ceilings, Common Area, Drywall/Plaster 15 50 35 Good The common room was installed new in 1996.

Common Area Countertop & Sink 15 20 Unused Good

3-basin stainless steel commercial sink with extended faucet and wrist blade handles. One basin is
connected to a grease trap. Mix of stainless steel and laminate countertops. Also a small bathroom-style
lavatory with double-handle faucet. A stainless steel prep sink has a double-handle faucet with room on the
countertop for the microwave.

Common Area Dishwasher 15 15 Unused Good Combination stainless steel sink and Hobart dishwasher.

Common Area Kitchen Cabinets 15 20 Unused Good Kitchen cabinets are the same as those found in the dwelling units. The common area kitchen was installed
in 1996. It is currently not in use.

Common Area Laundry Appliances 15 15 Leased Good There is a top-loading washer and a dryer on each floor, leased from Mac-Gray. At least one washer should
be replaced with a front-loading appliance for handicapped accessibility.

Common Area Range 15 20 Unused Fair The common area kitchen has a 6-burner Vulcan gas range. It is currently not in use. There is also a large
Kenmore microwave.

Common Area Range Hood 15 15 Unused Good The commercial-quality range hood is equipped with a Pyro Chem Inc fire suppression system. The range
hood is currently not in use.

Common Area Refrigerator 15 15 Unused Good The refrigerator is currently not in use.

Doors (fire/hall/closet/etc.) 15 50 35 Good
Common area doors are metal with vision panels installed. Doors are equipped with magnetic hold-open
devices. The laundry room also has a ventilation louver installed in the wall adjacent to the door.

Fire Walls 15 50 35 Good The hallways and stairs are compartmentalized for fire protection. Typical fire walls between adjacent
dwelling units and between dwelling units and common hallways is presumed.

Floor Frame, Wood 15 50 35 Good The floor frame is typical construction for a building of this vintage.

Floor, Common Area, Carpet 15 15 1 Fair 418 SY 1 Common area carpet is in fair condition. New carpet was last installed in 1996. Several areas are showing
signs of rippling. Budget for replacement in 15-year intervals.

Floor, Common Area, Resilient Tile/Sheet 15 18 3 Good X Vinyl tile is installed in the community room, bathrooms, kitchen, etc. Minor repairs can be accomplished as
needed from within the operating budget.

Foundation Waterproofing 0 50 50 N/A There is no waterproofing.

Furniture, Common Area 15 25 10 Good X
The community room is furnished with a pool table, exercise equipment, and various tables and chairs.
Occasional replacement of a worn or damaged piece can be accomplished from within the operating budget.

Foundations 15 50 35 Fair-Good
This is an old mill building with a brick and stone foundation. The east and central portions of the building are
finished on the first floor. The west end of the building has a crawl space at ground level. There are no sub-
grade basements.

Hatches/Skylights, access hatch 15 30 15 Fair An access hatch to the roof is located on the 4th floor.

Insulation, Ceilings/Attic 15 50 35 Good R-38 blown-in insulation.

Insulation, Interior/Exterior Walls 15 50 35 Good Typical R-values are presumed.

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.
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Lighting, Common Area, Interior 15 25 10 Good X

Ceiling-mounted light fixtures are located in the common hallways. There are (45) 2X4 troffer lights, (51)
surface-mounted 13-watt dome fixtures, (13) surface-mounted fluorescent strips, and (6) surface-mounted
fluorescent fixtures. Stairwells have wall-mounted fluorescent lighting above the doors. The community room
has 2x4 fluorescent troffers installed in the ceiling grid. Isolated cases of failed lighting fixtures can be
replaced as needed from within the operating budget.

Mail Facilities 15 40 25 Good X

Mail facilities are located inside the community room. They are flush-mounted in the wall. There are 28
boxes, one for each tenant, one for outgoing mail, and three unused. There are also two parcel lockers and
a service shelf. The outgoing mail slot is 58” from the floor. Parcel post boxes are at 35" and 52½" a.f.f.
Keyway heights for the handicap units is: #21=45½”, #31=45½", #41=45½”. The shelf underneath the boxes
is 33” a.f.f. The bottom of the adjacent bulletin board is 32" above the finished floor. Repair or replace
components as required (operating budget).

Public Bathroom Accessories 15 35 20 Good
Tilt mirror (50" to the bottom), toilet paper holder (40 inches from back wall and 24 inches off the floor), soap
dispenser, paper towel dispenser, nurse call system. Signs adjacent to the doors include white symbols and
letters on a dark background plus raised Braille characters.

Public Bathroom Accessories 15 35 20 Good
36" grab bar on the back wall and 42" grab bar on the side wall. Both are 1¼" diameter. All grab bar heights
are 35½" to the center line of the bar. There is no vertical grab bar as is now required in New Hampshire.

Public Bathroom Accessories 0 35 0 N/A 1 LS 1 Budget in year 1 for a vertical grab bar (required by NH code) and installation of a motion sensor light switch
so the lights don’t stay on all the time.

Public Bathroom Accessories 15 35 20 Good There is a drinking fountain located between the two bathrooms, mounted on the wall with the bubbler at 32"
a.f.f.

Public Bathroom Fixtures 15 35 20 Good X

American Standard toilet centered at 19½" from the corner, with the flush handle on the wrong side. The
height to the rim of the bowl is 16 inches. Wall-mounted American Standard lavatory with high-neck faucet
and dual wing-blade handles. The height to the top of the rim is 31½ inches. It is centered at 16" off the side
wall. Supply and drain pipes are protected with pipewrap. There is a 4’-6” space from the front of the toilet to
the wall, and the room is 5’-10” wide. All Ladies' bathroom details are the same except the room is 6’-0”
wide. Minor repairs including replacement of gaskets, valves, faucets and ball cock assemblies can be
addressed within the operating budget.

Radiation, Hydronic Baseboards 15 50 35 Good X Hydronic baseboards are installed in the common room only. Refinish baseboard heat covers as required. A
spray-on application is recommended rather than brushing to achieve a smooth finish.

Railings, Common Area, Interior 15 50 35 Good 1 LS 1
The ramp has a wood railing. Walls in the hallways are fitted with hardwood hand rails. The round wood
handrails in the stairwells are not returned to the walls at the ends. Budget to install handrails returns in year
1.

Sink, Janitorial 50 50 Good The maintenance office is equipped with a deep basin mop sink.

Slab, Concrete 15 50 35 Fair-Good Various slabs are found in the storage areas in the basement.

Stairs, Common Area, Filled Metal Pan 15 50 35 Good There are two concrete-filled metal stair pans, located at each end of the building. One (Stair C) is carpeted
and one is covered with rubber treads and vinyl tile.

Walls, Common Area 15 50 35 Good
Common area walls are painted GWB (gypsum wall board) with vinyl cove base. Walls between laundry
rooms and adjacent living spaces are 3-5/8" metal studs with 1/2" sound board and 5/8" Type-X GWB on
each side.

Walls, Common Area, Painting 15 10 3 Fair-Good 16000 SF 3,13
Common area walls are painted GWB (gypsum wall board) with vinyl cove base. Walls between laundry
rooms and adjacent living spaces are 3-5/8" metal studs with 1/2" sound board and 5/8" Type-X GWB on
each side. Budget for painting of common area walls in 10-year intervals, starting in year 3.

Walls, Common Area 0 50 N/A N/A Blueprints indicate tenant storage facilities on the ground floor, however, these were apparently never built
and do not exist at the present time.

61736

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.
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There are 8 different floor plans, including the handicapped units. Dwelling units are located on the 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th floors of the 4-story building. The handicapped units were added in 1996, along with three other
units that were remodeled. The handicapped units are Apt.21, Apt.31, and Apt.41 (one on each floor).
Apt.21 was not occupied at the time of inspection. It needs to be cleaned and refurbished.

Bath Accessories 15 15 10 Good X

Typical bathroom accessories in the apartments include a toilet paper holder, towel bar, mirrored medicine
cabinet, and shower curtain rod. Robe hooks were found in some, but not all, of the apartments inspected.
The 3-door mirrored medicine cabinet includes Broadway-style incandescent lighting across the top.
Bathroom accessories can be replaced on an as-needed basis via the operating budget.

Bath Fixtures, Lavatory 15 35 20 Fair-Good X
Formed-top lavatory with integral backsplash and double-handle faucet. Minor repairs including replacement
of gaskets, valves and faucet assemblies can be addressed within the operating budget.

Bath Fixtures, Toilet 15 35 20 Fair-Good 14 EA 1-7
American Standard, UPC, and other brands were noted in the apartments inspected. All were 1.6 gpf toilets.
Older units are pink.  Budget for replacement of older toilets over 7 years beginning in year 1, to be applied
at tenant turnover.

Bath Fixtures, Tub/Shower 15 35 20 Fair-Good X
1-piece Fiberglass tub/shower enclosure with integral sidewall grab bar and single handle temperature and
flow control. Minor repairs including replacement of gaskets, valves and faucet assemblies can be
addressed within the operating budget.

Bathroom Vanities 15 35 20 Fair-Good X The bathroom vanity in the standard units matches the kitchen cabinets. Handicapped units do not have
vanities.  Refinish or replace as required at tenant turnover (operating budget).

Detectors, Smoke/Fire/Carbon Monoxide 15 10 1 Fair-Good 48 EA 1,11

Standard units have Firex smoke alarms installed in the bedroom and the entry. Handicapped Apt.21 has
Firex smoke/strobe alarms installed in the bedroom and the entry. There are no carbon monoxide sensors
present. Budget for replacement of smoke detectors in 10-year intervals as a matter of general practice.
Include 1 combination smoke/carbon monoxide detector in each apartment.

Doors, Closet 15 20 5 Good X

Standard unit bedroom closets have sliding hollow-core painted Masonite doors. All closet doors are
equipped with either "D" pulls or recessed pulls. There is one wood shelf and garment rod, typically mounted
at 66" high. However, in Apt.47 the garment rod is mounted at 72" a.f.f. The utility/linen closets have three
wooden shelves. The occasional replacement of a damaged or missing door can be accomplished as
needed at tenant turnover via the operating budget.

Doors, Closet, HCP 15 20 5 Good X

Handicapped unit bedroom closets have 5' bifold hollow-core 6-panel painted Masonite doors. All closet
doors are equipped with "D" pulls. There is one wood shelf and garment rod, typically mounted at 48" high.
The utility/linen closets have three wooden shelves mounted at accessible height. The occasional
replacement of a damaged or missing door can be accomplished as needed at tenant turnover via the
operating budget.

Doors, Hallway Entry 15 50 35 Good The 36" wide insulated metal entry doors are equipped with lever hardware and a deadbolt lock. They are
installed in a metal frame.

Doors, Hallway Entry 15 50 35 Good

The 36" wide flush face insulated metal entry doors at the handicapped units are equipped with brushed
chrome lever hardware and a bronze deadbolt lock. They are installed in metal frame, painted to match the
doors. They have a beveled threshold and a peepsight installed at 43" a.f.f. but there is no closer and there
is less than 12" clear on the pull side of the door. Door numbers are in white on a brown background with
raised Braille characters.

Doors, Interior 15 50 35 Good Bedroom and bathroom doors are 30" wide painted Masonite with lever hardware.

Doors, Interior 15 50 35 Good The bathroom and bedroom doors in handicapped Apt.21 are 36" wide 6-panel painted woodgrain Masonite
in wood frames with lever hardware.

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.
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Electrical Breaker Panel 15 50 35 Good

Standard units have 100-amp Square-D electrical panels mounted at 60" a.f.f. to the main breaker. The 100-
amp Square-D electrical panel in HCP Apt.21 is equipped with a main breaker. However, it is too high at 58"
for handicapped accessibility. Management should develop and implement a plan where resetting of the
circuit breakers can be done when needed in the accessible units.

Electrical Fixtures 15 20 5 Fair-Good X

Apartments have surface-mounted and recessed incandescent lighting fixtures and a lighted ceiling fan in
the living areas. Kitchen lighting consists of 2x2 fluorescent fixtures. Standard units also have a strip light
over the sink. Bathroom lighting includes a fluorescent vanity light and a ceiling-mounted fan/light. Bedrooms
have switched outlets, however there are no switched outlets in Apt.21. Incandescent lamps should be
replaced with compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs).  Isolated cases of failed lighting fixtures can be replaced as
needed from within the operating budget.

Electrical Wiring 15 99 84 Good
Kitchen counter outlets are located at 44" a.f.f. and at least 18" away from corners. GFCI (Ground Fault
Circuit Interrupt) outlets are provided in the kitchen and bathroom. Random tests did not indicate any faults.
Electrical outlets in the living areas are mounted at 18" a.f.f. and light switches are installed at 48" a.f.f.

Handicapped Bath Accessories 15 15 10 Good X

The bathroom in handicapped Apt.21 has a 5-foot turning diameter. Typical bathroom accessories include a
toilet paper holder (28" a.f.f.), towel bar, mirror above the lavatory, a separate mirrored medicine cabinet (36"
a.f.f.), toothbrush holder, soap dish, and shower curtain rod. All bathroom accessory mounting heights are
within acceptable reach ranges. However, the toilet paper holder is not located 7"-9" forward of the toilet.
This can be corrected via the operating budget.

Handicapped Bath Accessories 15 15 10 Fair X
There is a 42" grab bar on the side of the toilet, properly sized and positioned (1½"-2" dia., 33"-36" a.f.f.). In
Apt.21 there is no grab bar on the wall behind the toilet. This can be corrected via the operating budget.

Handicapped Bath Fixtures, Lavatory 15 35 20 Good X
The wall-hung lavatory has a high-neck faucet with wing-blade handles. It is correctly mounted with 34" from
the floor to the rim and there is 27" of knee space underneath. Minor repairs including replacement of
gaskets, valves and faucet assemblies can be addressed within the operating budget.

Handicapped Bath Fixtures, Lavatory 15 35 20 Poor 3 EA 1 There are no protective wraps on the under-lavatory pipes. Budget to install under-lavatory protective wraps
on the supply and waste pipes in year 1.

Handicapped Bath Fixtures, Toilet 15 35 20 Good X

The toilet is an American Standard 1.6 gpf handicapped height model (17"-19" to the top of the seat). The
flush handle in Apt.21 is not located on the open side. This should be corrected the next time the toilet is
replaced. Minor repairs including replacement of gaskets, valves and ball cock assemblies can be
addressed within the operating budget.

Handicapped Bath Fixtures, Tub/Shower 15 35 20 Good X
The roll-in one-piece fiberglass handicapped shower has a single-handled faucet, removable seat, and
horizontal grab bars on all three walls, plus a vertical grab bar. The remote shower head has a 59" hose and
an adjustable slide bar. Minor repairs can be accomplished as needed from within the operating budget.

Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Range 11 20 9 Good 3 EA 9 GE model JP326VOBIUU cooktop. Budget for replacement in 20-year intervals.

Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Range Hood 15 20 5 Good 3 EA 5 GE model JB3460VIWW recirculating range hood. Budget for replacement in 20-year intervals.

Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Range Hood 15 20 5 N/A 3 DU 1 It does not appear to have accessible remote switches for the light and fan. Budget for installation of remote
range hood switches in year 1.

Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Refrigerator 15 15 0 Fair-Good 3 DU 1 GE model HR766241 refrigerator with 50% of the freezer area within a 54" reach range. Budget for
replacement of refrigerators in 15-year intervals.

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.
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Handicapped Kitchen Cabinets 15 35 20 Fair-Good

Handicapped height  wood cabinets with laminate doors and one adjustable shelf. Four sections are open
underneath for wheelchair access. Wall cabinets are mounted at 46" above the finished floor (a.f.f.). The
open concept kitchen arrangement allows for a 60" diameter turning space and 30"x48" approach areas for
the appliances.

Handicapped Kitchen Cabinets 15 35 20 Poor 3 DU 1 The doors and drawers do not have accessible pull handles. Budget for installation of "D" handles in year 1.

Handicapped Kitchen Countertop 15 35 20 Good Handicapped height Euro-2000 countertop with radiused front and integral backsplash is mounted at 34"
a.f.f.

Handicapped Kitchen Sink 15 35 20 Good The stainless steel single shallow bowl kitchen sink is equipped with a single-handle faucet and a spray
attachment. Gate valves are typical.

Handicapped Kitchen Sink 15 35 20 Good 3 DU 1 The supply and drain pipes underneath the sink are not wrapped with protective covers. Budget to install
under-sink protective wraps on the supply and waste pipes in year 1.

Kitchen Appliances, Range 15 20 5 Fair-Good 21 EA 5 Hotpoint model RB7540N7WH. New appliances installed in 1996. Budget for replacement in 20-year
intervals.

Kitchen Appliances, Range Hood 15 20 5 Fair-Good 21 EA 5 Nautilus model NW-E recirculating range hood. Budget for replacement in 20-year intervals.

Kitchen Appliances, Refrigerator 15 15 0 Fair-Good 21 EA 1 GE model TBX14S8XKRWH. Budget for replacement of refrigerators in 15-year intervals.

Kitchen Cabinets 15 35 20 Good Kitchen cabinets are original equipment dating back to 1984. They are wood construction with laminate
doors.

Kitchen Countertop 15 25 10 Fair 283 LF 10 Square-edge laminate on particleboard countertops with matching backsplash. Budget for replacement in
year 10 with Euro-2000 countertops with full-radiused front and integral backsplash.

Kitchen Sink 15 35 20 Good X
Double bowl sink with single-handle faucet.  The sink has one large basin and one smaller basin. There is no
spray attachment. Minor repairs including replacement of gaskets, valves and faucet assemblies can be
addressed within the operating budget.

Living Area Ceilings, Acoustic Tiles 15 20 5 Fair-Good 192 CSF 1-10

Dropped 2x4 grid ceilings are fitted with fissured surface acoustic tiles. Ceiling tiles in the bathrooms have
smooth surfaces. The grid system in some apartments  is becoming discolored with age and needs to be
refinished. Ceiling tiles in Apt.21 are stained due to water leaks from above. Budget to refinish ceiling grids
over 10 years at tenant turnover. Est.19200 ft² total.

Living Area Floors, Carpet 11 15 4 Fair-Good 809 SY 4-9

New carpet was installed in each living room, entry, hallway and bedroom in 1996. Some has been replaced
since then. For example, the carpet in Apt.39 is only 2-5 years old and the carpet in Apt.21 is 11 years old.
Est. 14555 ft² total. Budget for replacement of older carpet in years 4-9 at the rate of 2 units per year, to be
applied at tenant turnover.

Living Area Floors, Carpet 3 15 12 Fair-Good 809 SY 12-17

New carpet was installed in each living room, entry, hallway and bedroom in 1996. Some has been replaced
since then. For example, the carpet in Apt.39 is only 2-5 years old and the carpet in Apt.21 is 11 years old.
Est. 14555 ft² total. Budget for replacement of newer carpet in years 12-17 at the rate of 2 units per year, to
be applied at tenant turnover.

Living Area Floors, Sheet Vinyl/VCT 15 30 15 Good 274 SY 15-20
Sheet vinyl flooring is installed in the kitchens and bathrooms. It was in good condition in all units inspected.
Transition strips are installed at junctions between carpet and sheet vinyl. Budget for replacement over 6
years beginning in year 15, to be applied as needed at tenant turnover. Est. 2464 ft² total.

Living Area Walls 15 50 35 Poor-Good X

Dwelling unit exterior walls are constructed of 3-5/8" metal studs with 3½" fiberglass insulation, 6-mil poly
vapor barrier, and 5/8" Type-X GWB on each side. Dwelling unit interior walls are constructed of 3-5/8" metal
studs with 5/8" Type-X GWB on each side. Living area walls are painted GWB with vinyl cove base installed.
There are stress cracks in the walls in Apt.21 that need to be repaired and refinished. Repair and refinish as
required at tenant turnover (operating budget).

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.
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Local HVAC, Electric Heat/Electric AC 15 25 10 Good 24 EA 11-13
Apartments each have a GE Zoneline 2100 wall-mounted air conditioner located under one of the window
sills in the living room. This model is no longer available and has been replaced with the 4100 series. Budget
for replacement over 3 years beginning in year 11.

Unit Intercom/Buzzer/Alarm 15 30 15 Good
All units are equipped with an MCS Communications intercom system that allows remote access to the door
lock at the main entrance. Occasional replacement of a failed unit can be accomplished from within the
operating budget.

Unit Nurse Call Station - Pullcords 15 35 20 Good
Nurse call pullcords are installed in the bedroom and bathroom and there is a signal light above the entry
door of the apartment. There is also an exterior alarm, which rings to the local police department.

Unit Radiation , Electric Baseboard 15 25 0 Poor-Fair 24 EA 1
Bathrooms in the apartments have 1500-watt electric baseboard heaters with self-contained thermostat. All
are starting to fail. Thermostats are mounted at 60" a.f.f. Budget for replacement of bathroom heaters in year
1.

Unit Radiation, Hydronic, Baseboard 11 50 39 Fair-Good X

Apartments are heated with hydronic baseboard convectors. Thermostats are mounted at 60" a.f.f. The
heaters in Apt.21 have been abused and need to be refurbished, including straightening of the fins and
refinishing of the covers (operating budget). Refinish baseboard heat covers as required at tenant turnover.
A spray-on application is recommended rather than brushing to achieve a smooth finish.

Unit Vent/Exhaust 15 15 1 Fair-Good 24 EA 1,16
The bathroom has a ceiling-mounted fan/light with 4" exhaust duct to wall cap with backdraft damper. Budget
for replacement of bathroom fans in 15-year intervals, to be applied as needed at tenant turnover..

Windows, Frames and Glazing 15 30 15 Fair-Good X Windows are double-hung wood frame and sash. The frame on one window in Apt.21 is coming apart and is
in need of replacement (operating budget).

176514

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)
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Central Panel, Buzzer/Intercom/Alarm 15 35 20 Good

The control panel for the Mircom 24-station intercom entry system is in the east entrance. Apartments are
equipped with Mircom #IS-489 intercom units with Talk, Listen, and Open buttons. The Corby door security
system includes a power supply with battery-backup, keypad, electric door strike, and push button door
controller.

Central Panel, Smoke & Fire Detection 7 15 8 Good 1 LS 8

The FCI main fire alarm control panel (FACP) is in the 2nd floor boiler room. It was last replaced in June of
2004. It has separate zones for the 1st floor front, 2nd floor front, 3rd floor front, 4th floor front, attic front, 1st
floor sprinkler, attic sprinkler, duct smoke detector, 1st floor rear, 2nd floor rear, 3rd floor rear, 4th floor rear,
and attic rear. The annunciator panel is in the service entrance on the north elevation. Budget for
contingency replacement in year 8, to be applied as needed.

Compressors 15 25 10 Good 1 EA 10 A small GAST model 1LA-32-M100X compressor is utilized for the dry portion of the sprinkler system.
Budget for contingency replacement in year 10, to be applied as needed.

Detectors, Smoke/Fire, Common Areas 15 10 1 Fair-Good 33 EA 1,11 All halls and common areas are protected with Firex smoke alarms. Total count: 33. Budget for replacement
of smoke detectors in 10-year intervals as a matter of general practice.

Electrical Switchgear 15 50 35 Good

The Challenger (manufactured by Sylvania) electrical switchgear is located in the basement. The 400-Amp
main electrical entrance feeds the various sub-panels, including and existing house panel, a 400-Amp
lighting panel, and a 225-Amp lighting panel. One panel has a timer attached that is labeled "Hallway Lights".
The second panel is a Challenger brand. The master breaker was last replaced on 4/5/2005. There are two
house meters and separate meters for each apartment. Each meter is equipped with a master breaker.

Electrical Switchgear 0 50 50 N/A
A number of doors have been removed from various apartments and are being stored in the mechanical
rooms. Management needs to take precautions to ensure that a clear 3-foot path of access to each electrical
panel is maintained at all times.

Electrical Wiring 15 50 35 Good All exposed electrical wiring is in conduit.

Elevator Cab 15 20 5 Good 1 LS 5

The building has a 2500 lb 15-person capacity Otis elevator with selection buttons for each floor, Open and
Close door buttons, an emergency call button and a Stop/Run switch. The cab has a carpeted floor, paneled
walls, metal handrail, and eggcrate ceiling tiles. Budget funds in year 5 for repairs and upgrades not covered
under the annual maintenance contract.

Elevator Controller/Dispatcher 15 20 5 Good The controller/dispatcher is located in the machine room in the basement. Repairs are covered under an
annual maintenance contract.

Elevator Machinery 15 30 15 Good The hydraulic controls for the elevator are located in the fire-rated machine room in the basement. Repairs
are covered under an annual maintenance contract.

Elevator Shaftway Doors 15 30 15 Good The 4-stop elevator has a 4-foot door.

Emergency Lights 15 20 5 Good X
Emergency lights are installed in all common areas. Lighted EXIT signs are located in appropriate areas.
Isolated cases of failed lighting fixtures can be replaced as needed from within the operating budget.

Fire Pumps 15 50 35 Good An AUTO SPKR fire department connection is located on the north elevation of the building.

Fire Suppression 15 50 35 Good The building has a two Viking/Potter sprinkler systems installed. There is a wet system on the 1st floor and a
dry system on the 4th floor. Test valves are located in the stairwells.

Heat Sensors 15 25 10 Good X Heat sensors are located in the mechanical rooms and the stairwells. Occasional replacement of a failed unit
can be accomplished from within the operating budget.

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.
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HVAC, Heat Only 15 35 20 Fair-Good 1 EA 20
Hot water for heat comes from the boiler on the 2nd floor. There is a Modine heater (9.5 MBH) in the
mechanical area and a second one in the crawl space. They are in fair-good condition. Budget for
replacement of one unit in year 20.

HVAC, Heat Only 15 35 20 Fair-Good 2 EA 20
There are ceiling-mounted cabinet unit heaters in the front vestibule (15.9 MBH) and the community kitchen
(12.9 MBH).  Each is equipped with a variable speed switch and throw-away filter. Budget for replacement in
year 20.

HVAC, Heat Only 15 35 20 Fair-Good 1 EA 20 A wall-mounted cabinet heater is located in the north vestibule (39.0 MBH). It is equipped with a variable
speed switch and throw-away filter. Budget for replacement in year 20.

HVAC, Heating and Cooling 15 30 15 Fair-Good X

There are two HVAC units that serve the first floor common areas and offices. The large McQuay model LSL-
108 (109 MBH @ 3600 CFM) with a 2-Hp motor serves the common areas and a smaller McQuay model
SCB-161 (25.6 MBH @ 1200 CFM) unit with a 1-Hp motor provides cooling for the three offices and
conference room. First floor diffusers, registers, and grilles are mounted in the ceiling. Both air handlers are
in the mechanical area and the condensing units are located under a canopy on the north side of the
building. The larger one is a Rheem and the manufacturer of the smaller one is unknown. Replacement of
individual components can be accomplished as needed from within the operating budget.

HVAC, Heating and Cooling 15 30 15 Fair-Good 1 EA 15

There are two HVAC units that serve the first floor common areas and offices. The large McQuay model LSL-
108 (109 MBH @ 3600 CFM) with a 2-Hp motor serves the common areas and a smaller McQuay model
SCB-161 (25.6 MBH @ 1200 CFM) unit with a 1-Hp motor provides cooling for the three offices and
conference room. Budget for replacement of the large HVAC unit in year 15.

HVAC, Heating and Cooling 15 30 15 Fair-Good 1 EA 16

There are two HVAC units that serve the first floor common areas and offices. The large McQuay model LSL-
108 (109 MBH @ 3600 CFM) with a 2-Hp motor serves the common areas and a smaller McQuay model
SCB-161 (25.6 MBH @ 1200 CFM) unit with a 1-Hp motor provides cooling for the three offices and
conference room. Budget for replacement of the small HVAC unit in year 16.

HVAC, Heating and Cooling 15 30 15 Good
Blueprints indicate there is a recessed ceiling-mounted fan coil unit at the west end of the 2nd floor. It has a
throw-away filter. It serves the 2nd floor at the west end of the building and also supplies west end fan coil
units on the 3rd and 4th floors. All are rated at 20 MBH @ 500 CFM.

Master TV System 15 50 35 Good Standard telephone and CATV service is available with outlets and jacks in typical locations. Verizon is the
telephone provider. The phone service panel is located in the 2nd floor boiler room.

Sanitary Waste and Vent System 15 50 35 Good The sanitary waste and vent system is a mixture of PVC and cast iron. Pipe sizes include 1½", 2", 2½" 3"
and 4" for supply, drains, and vents.

Sump Pump, Residential 15 21 6 Fair-Good 1 EA 6
The foundation is not fully waterproofed and some leaking is taking place through the wall. A submersible
sump pump is installed in a corner of the basement and operates seasonally. Budget for replacement in year
6.

Water Distribution, Hot and Cold 15 50 35 Good
The existing 2" cold water main entrance is located behind the sprinkler system on the north side of the
building and includes copper piping, a meter. Pipe sizes include 1/2", 3/4",  and 1¼" for cold water and 140°
hot water service.

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.
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Boiler Room Pipe Insulation 15 40 25 Good Boiler room pipe insulation includes fiberglass wrap as well as some Armaflex insulation.

Boiler Room Piping 15 50 35 Good Piping is a mixture of black iron and copper. Heating system piping is wrapped with 1½" fiberglass insulation
and labeled with use and direction of flow.

Boiler Room Valves 15 15 Varies Good X Apollo ball valves are typical. Replacement can be accomplished on an as-needed basis from within the
operating budget

Boiler Temperature Controls 15 25 10 Good Honeywell temperature controls are typical. Repair or install new as required in conjunction with boiler
replacement.

Boiler, Fuel-fire Package, Low MBH 2 30 28 New Gas-fired Smith boilers series BB14A S/W-3 with Riello burners, Safgard #170 low-water cutoffs. Two new
boilers on the 2nd floor. Two boilers in each boiler room on the 3rd and 4th floors.

Boiler, Fuel-fire Package, Low MBH 15 30 15 Good 4 EA 15,16
Gas-fired Smith 90-129 MBH cast iron boilers series BB14A S/W-3 with Riello burners, Safgard #170 low-
water cutoffs. Two new boilers on the 2nd floor. Two boilers in each boiler room on the 3rd and 4th floors.
Budget for replacement over 2 years, beginning in year 15.

Boiler, Heating Water Circulating Pumps 15 25 10 Good 1 LS 10-20

There are two 1-Hp hot water pumps on the 2nd floor, four 1/2-Hp hot water pumps on the 3rd and 4th
floors, one 1/3-Hp hot water pump and four fractional horsepower hot water circulators. These include Taco
1935CINI 5.9 rebuilt circulating pumps with Baldor or Emerson SA55JXCTS-3994 1/12B hp motors. Budget
annual funds for repair or replacement of pumps and motors beginning in year 10, to be applied as needed.

Boiler, HWBB System Expansion Tank 15 10 2 Good 2 EA 2,12 Taco expansion tank and Vent-Rite SX-90-FG expansion tank in the 2nd boiler room.  Budget for
replacement in 10-year intervals, beginning in year 2.

Building Heating Water Temperature Controls,
Residential

15 25 10 Good 1 EA 11 Barber-Colman Network 8000 microzone temperature controls with circuits for two pumps and two boilers.
Budget for contingency replacement in year 11, to be applied as needed.

Combustion Air Duct with Fixed Louvers 15 50 35 Good
Rectangular duct extends to the exterior at the window in each boiler room. There are high and low louvers
with manual dampers in each boiler room. The size of the duct includes 18"x14" on the 2nd floor, 18"x9" on
the 3rd floor, and 20"x15" on the 4th floor.

Combustion Make-up Air System 15 35 20 Good
Combustion air for the first floor HVAC units is accomplished with louvers on the north elevation. There is a
36x48 louver for the large unit and a 36x12 connection for the crawl space vent, plus an 18x30 louver for the
smaller unit and an 18x30 louver for the crawl space exhaust fan.

DHW Circulating Pumps 15 25 10 Good X Taco fractional horsepower (1/25) cartridge circulators are utilized. Replacement of components can be
accomplished on an as-needed basis from within the operating budget

DHW Expansion Tank 15 10 2 Good 1 EA 2,12 Therm-X-Trol model ST-12 expansion tank. Budget for replacement in 10-year intervals, beginning in year 2.

DHW Generation, Exchanger in Storage Tank 15 15 3 Fair-Good 1 EA 3,18 Domestic hot water (DHW) is produced by a gas-fired Smith model BC-30-760 water heater located in the
2nd floor boiler room. Budget for replacement in 15-year intervals.

DHW Storage Tanks, Over 150 Gallons 15 15 3 Fair-Good 2 EA 3,18 The Smith water heater on the 2nd floor is supplemented with 200-gallon Smith storage tanks on the 3rd and
4th floors. Budget for contingency replacement in 15-year intervals beginning in year 3.

Feedwater System (hydronic) 15 40 25 Good X
The hydronic feedwater system is comprised of copper pipe, Apollo ball valves, and Taco fractional
horsepower (1/25) cartridge circulators. Repair or replacement of individual components can be
accomplished as needed from within the operating budget.

Fire Suppression 15 50 35 Good X
Boiler room fire suppression includes sprinkler heads and heat sensors. Portions of the ceiling and walls
exhibit stains from leaks. Management to check on whether or not this condition still exists and refinish the
affected areas so that future leaks are immediately apparent.

Flue Exhaust 15 35 20 Good Flue gases are exhausted via round galvanized duct to the exterior through the boiler room wall. Repair or
install new as required in conjunction with boiler replacement.

Fuel Transfer System 15 50 35 Good Fuel is transferred from the gas meter to the boiler through standard black iron pipe.

Gas Distribution 15 50 35 Good The gas meter is located on the south elevation of the building.

Heat Exchanger 15 35 20 Good Heat exchangers are installed in the ductwork of the larger A/C system.

55136

1) >=More Than, <=Less Than, UC=Under Construction, E=Existing (age unknown)

2) LS=Lump Sum, EA=Each, LF=Linear Foot, SF=Square Foot, SQ=Square (100 SF), SY=Square Yard, DU=per Dwelling Unit

3) Proposed items to be completed with funds other than replacement resources, not figured in the overall costs.

TOTAL
COST

($)
YEAR OPERATING3 FIELD NOTES

1 Market Street Boiler Room Equipment

BOILER ROOM ITEMS AGE1

Age of
Item

E.U.L.
Expected
Useful Life

R.U.L.
Remaining
Useful Life

CONDITION UNIT2 UNIT COST
($)

UNIT
QTY

List of Work Items

ITEM SCHEDULE AND COSTS
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YEARLY COST EXTENSIONS

AND SUMMARY SHEETS



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Built Improvements, Site Furniture 1996

Curbs, granite 1996

Dumpsters 2011

Earthwork 1996

Electrical Main and Distribution 1996

Electrical Transformer 1996

Fencing, wrought iron 1996

Gas Main and Lines 1996

Landscaping 1996

Parking and Roadway Pavement, asphalt 1996

Parking and Roadway Pavement, asphalt 1996

Parking and Roadway Pavement, asphalt 1996

Parking and Walkways, Handicapped 1996

Parking and Walkways, Handicapped 1996

Pedestrian Walkways and Stairs, concrete 1996

Pedestrian Walkways and Stairs, concrete 1996

Pedestrian Walkways and Stairs, wood 1996

Year 19Year 18Year 15 Year 16 Year 17Year 10 Year 11 Year 12Year 1 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9Year 5Year 4

Yearly Cost Extensions
Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures

Year 13 Year 14 Year 20Year 21 Market Street Site
Prior

Replacem
ent

Year 2011 to Year 2030

Year 3



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pedestrian Walkways, bituminous 1996

Retaining Walls, concrete 1996

Retaining Walls, stone 1996

Site Lighting 1996

Site Lighting 1996

Site Sewer Main / Lines 1996

Site Signage 1996

Site Water Main / Lines 1996

9726

Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19

Yearly Cost Extensions
Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures

Year 2011 to Year 2030

1 Market Street Site
Prior

Replacem
ent

Year 1 Year 8 Year 9Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 14 Year 20Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13Year 6 Year 7



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Canopies, Wood/Metal 1996

Ceilings, Exterior or Open

Chimney 1996

Doors, exterior common, automatic 1996

Doors, exterior common, automatic 2011

Doors, exterior common, solid wood/metal 2011

Doors, exterior common, solid wood/metal 1996

Doors, service 1996

Foundation Waterproofing 1996

Foundations 1996

Hatches/Skylights, access hatch 1996

Insulation, Ceilings/Attic 1996

Insulation, Interior/Exterior Walls 1996

Lighting, building-mounted exterior 1996

Lighting, building-mounted HID 1996

Penthouse 1996

Railings, common area, exterior 1996

Roof Covering, Asphalt Shingles 1996

Roof Drainage Exterior (gutter and fascia) 1996

Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18Year 14 Year 20Year 19Year 12Year 8Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Yearly Cost Extensions

1 Market Street Architectural Exterior Year 13Year 1 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11Year 6 Year 7
Prior

Replacem
ent

Year 2011 to Year 2030
Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

Roof Drainage Interior (drain covers) 1996

Roof Structure 1996

Soffits, wood/stucco/concrete 2009

Stairs, exterior, concrete 1996

Ventilation, Attic 1996

Walls, Exterior, Brick or Block 1996

Walls, Exterior, Wood shingle, Clapboard,
Plywood, Stucco

2010

Walls, Exterior, Wood 1996

Windows, Frames and Glazing 1996

Windows, Storm/Screen 1996

45109

Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19

Year 2011 to Year 2030

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 15

Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures
Yearly Cost Extensions

Year 8 Year 9 Year 101 Market Street Architectural Exterior
Prior

Replacem
ent

Year 1 Year 20Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14Year 7



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

Ceilings, Common Area, Acoustic Tile 1996

Ceilings, Common Area, Drywall/Plaster 1996

Common Area Countertop & Sink 1996

Common Area Dishwasher 1996

Common Area Kitchen Cabinets 1996

Common Area Laundry Appliances 1996

Common Area Range 1996

Common Area Range Hood 1996

Common Area Refrigerator 1996

Doors (fire/hall/closet/etc.) 1996

Fire Walls 1996

Floor Frame, Wood 1996

Floor, Common Area, Carpet 1996

Floor, Common Area, Resilient Tile/Sheet 1996

Foundation Waterproofing 2011

Furniture, Common Area 1996

Foundations 1996

Hatches/Skylights, access hatch 1996

Insulation, Ceilings/Attic 1996

Insulation, Interior/Exterior Walls 1996

Year 19Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 20Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13Year 3 Year 4 Year 6Year 51 Market Street Architectural Interior
Prior

Replacem
ent

Year 1 Year 2

Yearly Cost Extensions
Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures

Year 14Year 7 Year 8 Year 9

Year 2011 to Year 2030



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

Lighting, Common Area, Interior 1996

Mail Facilities 1996

Public Bathroom Accessories 1996

Public Bathroom Accessories 1996

Public Bathroom Accessories 2011

Public Bathroom Accessories 1996

Public Bathroom Fixtures 1996

Radiation, Hydronic Baseboards 1996

Railings, Common Area, Interior 1996

Sink, Janitorial 2011

Slab, Concrete 1996

Stairs, Common Area, Filled Metal Pan 1996

Walls, Common Area 1996

Walls, Common Area, Painting 1996

Walls, Common Area 2011

27944

Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19

Yearly Cost Extensions
Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures

Year 2011 to Year 2030

1 Market Street Architectural Interior
Prior

Replacem
ent

Year 1 Year 8 Year 9Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 14 Year 20Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13Year 6 Year 7



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

Bath Accessories 1996

Bath Fixtures, Lavatory 1996

Bath Fixtures, Toilet 1996

Bath Fixtures, Tub/Shower 1996

Bathroom Vanities 1996

Detectors, Smoke/Fire/Carbon Monoxide 1996

Doors, Closet 1996

Doors, Closet, HCP 1996

Doors, Hallway Entry 1996

Doors, Hallway Entry 1996

Doors, Interior 1996

Doors, Interior 1996

Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18Year 13 Year 14Year 11 Year 12Year 10Year 1 Year 20

Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 19Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
Prior

Replacem
ent

1 Market Street Dwelling Units Year 2 Year 3

Year 2011 to Year 2030

Yearly Cost Extensions



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Electrical Breaker Panel 1996

Electrical Fixtures 1996

Electrical Wiring 1996

Handicapped Bath Accessories 1996

Handicapped Bath Accessories 1996

Handicapped Bath Fixtures, Lavatory 1996

Handicapped Bath Fixtures, Lavatory 1996

Handicapped Bath Fixtures, Toilet 1996

Handicapped Bath Fixtures, Tub/Shower 1996

Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Range 2000

Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Range Hood 1996

Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Range Hood 1996

Handicapped Kitchen Appliances, Refrigerator 1996

Year 20Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 15Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 71 Market Street Dwelling Units

Yearly Cost Extensions
Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures

Year 2011 to Year 2030

Prior
Replacem

ent
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Handicapped Kitchen Cabinets 1996

Handicapped Kitchen Cabinets 1996

Handicapped Kitchen Countertop 1996

Handicapped Kitchen Sink 1996

Handicapped Kitchen Sink 1996

Kitchen Appliances, Range 1996

Kitchen Appliances, Range Hood 1996

Kitchen Appliances, Refrigerator 1996

Kitchen Cabinets 1996

Kitchen Countertop 1996

Kitchen Sink 1996

Living Area Ceilings, Acoustic Tiles 1996

Living Area Floors, Carpet 2000

Living Area Floors, Carpet 2008

Living Area Floors, Sheet Vinyl/VCT 1996

Living Area Walls 1996

Year 19Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12

Yearly Cost Extensions
Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures

Year 2011 to Year 2030

1 Market Street Dwelling Units
Prior

Replacem
ent

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 13 Year 14 Year 20Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Local HVAC, Electric Heat/Electric AC 1996

Unit Intercom/Buzzer/Alarm 1996

Unit Nurse Call Station - Pullcords 1996

Unit Radiation , Electric Baseboard 1996

Unit Radiation, Hydronic, Baseboard 2000

Unit Vent/Exhaust 1996

Windows, Frames and Glazing 1996

63302

Year 19 Year 20Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 61 Market Street Dwelling Units
Prior

Replacem
ent

Year 1 Year 2

Year 2011 to Year 2030

Yearly Cost Extensions
Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

Central Panel, Buzzer/Intercom/Alarm 1996

Central Panel, Smoke & Fire Detection 2004

Compressors 1996

Detectors, Smoke/Fire, Common Areas 1996

Electrical Switchgear 1996

Electrical Switchgear 2011

Electrical Wiring 1996

Elevator Cab 1996

Elevator Controller/Dispatcher 1996

Elevator Machinery 1996

Elevator Shaftway Doors 1996

Emergency Lights 1996

Fire Pumps 1996

Fire Suppression 1996

Heat Sensors 1996

Year 19Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18Year 12Year 1 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 71 Market Street Mechanical & Electrical
Prior

Replacem
ent

Year 13 Year 14 Year 20Year 2 Year 3

Yearly Cost Extensions

Year 2011 to Year 2030
Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

HVAC, Heat Only 1996

HVAC, Heat Only 1996

HVAC, Heat Only 1996

HVAC, Heating and Cooling 1996

HVAC, Heating and Cooling 1996

HVAC, Heating and Cooling 1996

HVAC, Heating and Cooling 1996

Master TV System 1996

Sanitary Waste and Vent System 1996

Sump Pump, Residential 1996

Water Distribution, Hot and Cold 1996

Year 17 Year 18 Year 19 Year 20Year 13 Year 14 Year 15 Year 16Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 41 Market Street Mechanical and Electrical
Prior

Replacem
ent

Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures
Year 2011 to Year 2030

Yearly Cost Extensions



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

Boiler Room Pipe Insulation 1996

Boiler Room Piping 1996

Boiler Room Valves 1996

Boiler Temperature Controls 1996

Boiler, Fuel-fire Package, Low MBH 2009

Boiler, Fuel-fire Package, Low MBH 1996

Boiler, Heating Water Circulating Pumps 1996

Boiler, HWBB System Expansion Tank 1996

Building Heating Water Temperature Controls,
Residential

1996

Combustion Air Duct with Fixed Louvers 1996

Combustion Make-up Air System 1996

DHW Circulating Pumps 1996

DHW Expansion Tank 1996

DHW Generation, Exchanger in Storage Tank 1996

DHW Storage Tanks, Over 150 Gallons 1996

Feedwater System (hydronic) 1996

Fire Suppression 1996

Flue Exhaust 1996

Fuel Transfer System 1996

Gas Distribution 1996

Heat Exchanger 1996

14406

Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18 Year 19Year 14 Year 20Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 131 Market Street Boiler Room Equipment
Prior

Replacem
ent

Year 9Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8

Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures
Yearly Cost Extensions

Year 1

Year 2011 to Year 2030



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill Inspection Date:
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

ANNUAL EXPENSES IN YEAR 2011 $s



RESERVE BALANCE DATA  

Total Expense - Future Cost

Interest on Reserve Balance

Average Reserve Deposits

Reserve Balance - Period Change

Reserve Balance - Beginning of Period

Reserve Balance - End of Period



SELECTED DATA   

Total Expense in Year 2011 $s

Average Annual Expense in Year 2011 $s

Replacement Reserve Initial Balance

Additional Reserves Funding

Adjusted Replacement Reserve Balance

Replacement Reserve Contribution in 2011

Replacement Reserve Minimum Balance

Replacement Reserve Balance in Year 2030



NUMBER OF UNITS

$/mo/DU



May 11, 2011

Year 19Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18Year 14Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 12

Forecast of Maintenance and Capital Replacement Expenditures

Year 20Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 13

Yearly Cost Form - Summary

Year 2011 to Year 2030

'2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

ANNUAL EXPENSES IN YEAR 2011 $s Total Expense - Future Cost Reserve Balance - End of Period



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill Inspection Date:
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

ANNUAL EXPENSES IN YEAR 2011 $s



RESERVE BALANCE DATA  

Total Expense - Future Cost

Interest on Reserve Balance

Average Reserve Deposits

Reserve Balance - Period Change

Reserve Balance - Beginning of Period

Reserve Balance - End of Period



SELECTED DATA   

Total Expense in Year 2011 $s

Average Annual Expense in Year 2011 $s

Replacement Reserve Initial Balance

Additional Initial Reserves Funding

Adjusted Replacement Reserve Balance

Replacement Reserve Contribution in 2011

Additional Reserves Contributions

Adjusted Replacement Reserve Contribution

Replacement Reserve Minimum Balance

Replacement Reserve Balance in Year 2030



NUMBER OF UNITS

.

Yearly Cost Form - Summary
Adjusted Capital Replacement Reserve Funding - Option "A"

Year 2011 to Year 2030

May 11, 2011

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14 Year 19 Year 20Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18

'2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

ANNUAL EXPENSES IN YEAR 2011 $s Total Expense - Future Cost Reserve Balance - End of Period



Right-Trak Design, Inc. Exhibit II

RTD#11-139

Queensbury Mill Inspection Date:
Somersworth, NH 03878

CALENDAR YEAR '2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

ANNUAL EXPENSES IN YEAR 2011 $s



RESERVE BALANCE DATA  

Total Expense - Future Cost

Interest on Reserve Balance

Average Reserve Deposits

Reserve Balance - Period Change

Reserve Balance - Beginning of Period

Reserve Balance - End of Period



SELECTED DATA   

Total Expense in Year 2011 $s

Average Annual Expense in Year 2011 $s

Replacement Reserve Initial Balance

Additional Up Front Reserves Funding

Adjusted Replacement Reserve Balance

Replacement Reserve Contribution in 2011

Additional Reserves Contributions

Adjusted Replacement Reserve Contribution

One-time Capital Investment in Fiscal Year

Replacement Reserve Minimum Balance

Replacement Reserve Balance in Year 2030

NUMBER OF UNITS



Year 19 Year 20Year 15 Year 16 Year 17 Year 18

Yearly Cost Form - Summary
Adjusted Capital Replacement Reserve Funding - Option "B"

Year 2011 to Year 2030

Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 Year 14Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6Year 1 Year 2

May 11, 2011

'2011 '2012 '2013 '2014 '2015 '2016 '2017 '2018 '2019 '2020 '2021 '2022 '2023 '2024 '2025 '2026 '2027 '2028 '2029 '2030

ANNUAL EXPENSES IN YEAR 2011 $s Total Expense - Future Cost Reserve Balance - End of Period



END OF REPORT


